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Forkciphers: New Cryptographic Primitives
Elena Andreeva
Technical University of Denmark
elean@dtu.dk
In symmetric cryptography we build encryption and/or authentication cryptographic schemes with classical primitives, such as (tweakable) block ciphers,
permutations and hash functions. In this talk I will introduce a novel cryptographic primitive called forkcipher which, contrary to classical primitives,
expands its fixed length input to a larger fixed length output. Forkcipher
can improve the eﬃciency for many existing encryption, authentication and
authenticated encryption designs.
I will show concrete examples of authenticated encryption (AE) and encryption schemes instantiated with the first concrete forkcipher ForkSkinny.
I will illustrate how ForkSkinny for AE achieves improved eﬃciency for short
messages - an important use case for numerous lightweight applications.
I will also explore the uses of forkciphers in encryption only modes where
significant eﬃciency over classical encryption schemes is gained with the number of processed message blocks. I will conclude this talk with forkcipher
generalizations and future novel applications.
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Optimal cryptographic functions solving hard
mathematical problems
Lilya Budaghyan
University of Bergen
Lilya.Budaghyan@uib.no
Vectorial Boolean functions are used in cryptography, in particular in block
ciphers. An important condition on these functions is a high resistance to
the diﬀerential and linear cryptanalyses, which are among the main attacks
on block ciphers. The functions which possess the best resistance to the
diﬀerential attack are called almost perfect nonlinear (APN). Almost bent
(AB) functions are those mappings which oppose an optimum resistance to
both linear and diﬀerential attacks. An interesting fact is that APN and AB
functions also define optimal objects in other domains of mathematics and
information theory such as coding theory, finite geometry, sequence design,
algebra, combinatorics, et al.
In this talk we will discuss problems and recent advances in construction and analysis of these functions and their influence to solutions of hard
mathematical problems.
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Lightweight Authenticated Encryption
Florian Mendel
Infineon Technologies
florian.mendel@gmail.com
Driven by a demand for cryptographic protection in resource-constrained
embedded devices, lightweight cryptography has been actively studied in the
last decades. While block ciphers and hash functions have received a great
deal of attention from the cryptographic community resulting in plenty of
new designs, authenticated encryption schemes have been arguably less popular among researchers for a long time. At the same time, message secrecy as provided by plain encryption - is often of limited value in practice if not
accompanied by message authentication, thereby showing the need for dedicated authenticated encryption schemes in the ?eld. This is also re?ected by
the CAESAR competition and NIST’s standardization eﬀorts that resulted
in plenty of new proposals for lightweight authenticated encryption schemes
tailored for resource-constrained devices in the last few years, usually optimizing the area and power consumptions of the primitive in hardware and/or
software.
Moreover, resource-constrained devices are often used in environments
in which side-channel attacks need to be considered and countermeasures
against the attacks need to be implemented with limited resources, which is
a challenging task. Today, there exist essentially two diﬀerent approaches to
counteract side-channel attacks. The first approach works by hardening the
implementation of cryptographic algorithms with techniques like hiding or
masking. The drawback of this approach is that the overhead for securing a
cryptographic primitive against side-channel attacks might be very high and
depends on the cryptographic primitive itself. Therefore, in the past several ciphers have been proposed to reduce this cost. For example, several of
the authenticated encryption schemes submitted to CAESAR and the NIST
standardization process have been designed with this goal in mind. The second approach to counteract side-channel attacks is to design cryptographic
protocols or schemes in such a way that certain types of side-channel attacks
cannot be performed on the underlying cryptographic primitive, thereby significantly reducing the cost for implementing additional countermeasures.
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An example of such an approach is leakage-resilient cryptography and fresh
re-keying that has recently adapted for authenticated encryption and resulted
in a number of new schemes.
In this talk, we will review both approaches and discuss their advantages
for particular use cases by means of two examples Ascon and ISAP, both submitted to the NIST standardization process. First, we will discuss Ascon,
the primary choice for lightweight authenticated encryption in the final portfolio of the CAESAR, and show that the simple design of Ascon allows quite
eﬃcient implementations of countermeasures against side-channel attacks in
both software and hardware. This makes Ascon, in general, an excellent
choice for applications that need some side-channel protection.
Then we will discuss ISAP, an authenticated encryption scheme that incorporates ideas from fresh re-keying and leakage-resilient cryptography and
addresses most classes of side-channel attacks already on an algorithmic level.
This allows very eﬃcient implementations of the scheme with low overhead
in scenarios where side-channel robustness is needed, albeit at the cost of a
higher runtime compared to dedicated schemes in scenarios where this is not
needed. Thus, ISAP is best suited for applications where performance is not
critical, but robustness against side-channel attacks is needed, and code size
and area matters.
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Quantum Random Number Generators
Marcin Pawlowski
International Centre for Theory of Quantum Technologies
marcin.pawlowski@ug.edu.pl
The main diﬀerence between Quantum Random Number Generators (QRNGs)
and other hardware generators is that, due to intrinsic randomness of quantum mechanics, they can be made self-testing. It means that the device,
during its normal operation, constantly returns a lower bound on the entropy of its output. This allows QRNGs of this type to immediately report
malfunction or attack and makes it impossible to produce them with backdoors.
I will start my talk by explaining the quantum mechanical properties
that allow for generation of randomness and show how they can be exploited
to build a QRNG. Then I will explain the methods that can be used to
prove the lower bounds on entropy of their outcomes. Next I will present
security proofs against a wide range of attacks and backdoors focusing on
their limitations. I will conclude by presenting the state of the art of both
commercially available devices and experimental hardware.
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Sufficient conditions of five-valued spectra
Boolean functions
Samed Bajrić
Jožef Stefan Institute, Laboratory for Open Systems and Networks, 1000 Ljubljana,
Slovenia; email: samed@e5.ijs.si

Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to present
sufficient conQ
ditions for a function of the form f (x) = g(x) + lj=1 T r1n (uj x) to be
five-valued with the Walsh spectrum {0, ±2n/2 , ±2n/2+1 }, where g(x)
is some known bent function. The importance of our result lies in the
fact that we can control the algebraic degree of function f (x) by adding
an arbitrary product of linear functions, which is not the case with the
recently proposed results.
Keywords: Boolean function · Linearized polynomials · Five-valued.
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Introduction

Plateaued Boolean functions seem not very numerous and they do not seem
to have a simple structure. There are only a few design methods of so-called
5-valued spectra Boolean functions whose Walsh spectra takes the values in
{0, ±2λ1 , ±2λ2 }. It is well-known that these functions may satisfy multiple cryptographic criteria. The main existing research related to the design of 5-valued
spectra functions can be traced to the early work of Maitra and Sarkar, and
some recent articles [1, 2, 4]. In a recent article, Xu et al. [4] have characterized
several classes of five-valued spectra functions by adding the product of three or
two linear functions to some known bent functions. We generalize this result by
adding an arbitrary product of linear functions to some known bent function, so
that we are able to control the algebraic degree of f (x). This characterization
of five-valued spectra functions allow us to design functions with good algebraic
degree to be resistant to various types of cryptanalytic attacks.

2

Five-valued spectra functions

We briefly describe how to
Qlcompute the Walsh–Hadamard transform of a Boolean
function f (x) = g(x) + j=1 T r1n (uj x) which is very useful for the proving the
main theorem of this section. Though the following lemma can be seen as a
consequence of a theorem recently proved by Tang et. al [3] (cf. Theorem 8),
where the authors gave a generic construction of bent functions, they did not
consider the possibilities of constructing five-valued spectra Boolean functions.
Moreover, the authors in [4] considered only the particular case (l = 3).
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Lemma 1. Let n and l (l < 2n −1) be two positive integers and uj ∈ IF∗2n , where
j = 1, . . . , l. Let g(x) be a Boolean function defined over IF2n . Define the Boolean
Ql
function f (x) by f (x) = g(x) + j=1 T r1n (uj x). Then, for every a ∈ IF2n ,
Wf (a) =

1
[(2l−1 − 1)Wg (a) + Wg (a + u1 ) + Wg (a + u2 ) + . . . + Wg (a + ul ) −
2l−1
Wg (a + u1 + u2 ) − Wg (a + u1 + u3 ) − . . . − Wg (a + ul−1 + ul ) +
Wg (a + u1 + u2 + u3 ) + Wg (a + u1 + u2 + u4 ) + . . . + Wg (a + ul−2 + ul−1 + ul ) −
..
.
+(−1)l−1 Wg (a + u1 + . . . + ul−2 + ul−1 + ul )].

Using the above lemma it can be proved the following theorem, which allows us
to construct an infinity family of five-valued spectra functions.
Ql
Theorem 1. Let f (x) = g(x) + j=1 T r1n (uj x), where n = 2m is a posim
tive integer, l < 2n − 1, uj ∈ IF∗2n . Let g(x) = T r1m (λx2 +1 ), λ ∈ IF∗2m be
the monomial Niho quadratic bent function with Walsh transform given by [4],
m
−1 2m +1
)
Wg (a) = −2m (−1)T r1 (λ a
. If
m

m

m

T r1n (λ−1 u21 u2 ) = 1 and T r1n (λ−1 u21 u3 ) = . . . = T r1n (λ−1 u2l−1 ul ) = 0,
then f is a five-valued spectra function with the Walsh spectrum {0, ±2m , ±2m+1 }.

3

Conclusions

In this paper we have addressed some important issues related to the sufficient
conditions for a given function to be five-valued. The presented method can be
easily combined with some other type of known bent functions such as Gold-like
monomial or Maiorana-McFarland type of bent functions.
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Computing Minimal DNF of Boolean Functions for Digital Implementations
Reni Banov1
1 University

of Applied Sciences, Zagreb.

xi

1

Introduction

Most modern high-speed communication systems rely on technologies for
a secure and reliable fast information exchange. Reliable communication
is achieved by introducing error-correction codes into transferred messages,
while security is achieved by encrypting the message before its transfer and
its decryption afterwards. In both technologies Boolean functions of n variables
f : Fn2 → F2
are applied in order to implement error detecting/correcting codes or Sboxes into symmetric cryptographic systems such as DES, AES, only to
name a few. Since today's communication channels operate at extremely
high throughputs (1010 bits per seconds are common), it has become increasingly important how Boolean functions are implemented in the hardware to cope with such a tremendous speed demand. Intrigued by this, it
has herein been the author's intention to trace the existing solutions for the
Boolean function minimization which eventually are to result in their efficient utilization in cryptographic systems. Further to that, the selection of
the Boolean function for that purpose must be carried out carefully, even if
n
we dispose over 22 Boolean functions of n variables. Among all Boolean
functions, the Bent functions [8], i.e. Boolean functions, having Hamming
n
distance of 2n−1 − 2 2 −1 (n − even) from all n variable affine functions, play
an important role in the implementation of cryptographic systems. For every
Boolean function exists a unique representation with polynomial
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) =

∑

av xv , av ∈ F2

(E1)

v∈Fn2

fxn−i
=0
i

fxn−i
=1
i



n−i
,
f
Figure 1: The BDD of ite xi , fxn−i
x
=0
=1
i
i

an order of variables is the same (preserved) on each path from any vertices
down to terminal vertices, the BDD is denoted as Ordered BDD. While the
expansion is performed the vertices for each unique Boolean function f i (. . .)
are generated only once, thereby making an ordered BDD reduced and ensuring the uniqueness of representation, i.e. the canonical representation
of the Boolean function. The BDD structure allows an efficient implementation of usual logical operations [3], which makes it a suitable tool for
manipulating Boolean functions.
A critical step in the application of the BDDs for a Boolean function
representation is the variable order selection. The problem of finding the
optimal order of variables for the Shannon expansion is an open problem
belonging to the class of NP-hard problems. Even the problem of improving some variable orders is NP-complete [1]. Nevertheless, a large class of
Boolean functions can be manipulated efficiently with BDDs.
As a contribution to finding a variable order the author has elaborated
a new heuristic algorithm. The idea of this algorithm leans on the fact that
Boolean functions can be written with their parse tree, and by traversing
the latter in the depth-first manner, it is possible to build the variable order
iteratively. In reaching every interior node during the traversing procedure,
the order of the respective node is combined in a new way from the orders
of the child nodes. The final variable order corresponds to the parse tree top
node order. It will herein be shown, that the variable order built in that way
allows an efficient application of BDDs for the minimization of Boolean
functions in digital implementations.

from F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ]/(x12 + x1 , . . . , xn2 + xn ), the so called Algebraic Normal
Form, shortly ANF. As ANF forms are not convenient for a minimization
of digital circuits needed to implement Boolean functions [9], it is more appropriate to use Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), especially their minimal
form. However, finding the minimal DNF form for any Boolean function is
a NP-Complete problem, even for the simplest class of monotonic Boolean
2.1 DNF minimization algorithm
functions [5]. The time and space complexity of a problem requires a novel
data structure to represent Boolean functions. Usually, Boolean functions Every Boolean function can be represented in its full DNF form
are presented with truth tables, but the Boolean Decision Diagrams (BDD)


n
structure [6], i.e. a variant of directed acyclic graph with two terminal ver_ ^
(E3)
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = 
ξik 
tices, are far more efficient for implementation. The BDDs and their varii
=1
k
k
ations may be used to compute minimal DNF of any Boolean function as
well as to solve many other optimization problems [10].
containing a disjunction of conjunction terms consisting of ξi ∈ {xi , xi }, i.e.
variables or their negations only, but not both in the same term.
2 Implementation
It is obvious from the Boolean function full DNF form that
The BDDs for Boolean functions are derived from the Shannon identity

p(x) = 1 =⇒ f (x) = 1


 

n−1
f n (x) = xi ∧ fxn−1
(x)
∨
(x)
x
∧
f
i
xi =0
i =1

(E2) applies for any conjunction term p. The conjunction term p containing some
literals
k
n−1
^
applied recursively to each function fxn−1
,
f
in
expansion.
Each
Shanxi =0
i =1
p=
ξi , k ≤ n
non step generates a part of a full binary tree with the vertices structured as
i=1
shown in Figure 1, up to the bottom of the tree with two terminal vertices
representing Boolean values {0, 1}. The Shannon identity (E2) with BDDs having no sub terms
is commonly expressed by means of the If-Then-Else (ite)construction, for

q ⊂ p : q(x) = 1 =⇒ f (x) = 1
n−i
instance, the tree structure from Figure 1 is written as ite xi , fxn−i
,
f
.
=1
x
=0
i
i
When BDDs are implemented with complemented edges [2], the negative is called prime implicants. For the purposes of the Boolean function digiite has the meaning of a logical negation (¬) of the represented function. If tal circuit implementation we seek to finding its minimal DNF form in the
This is an extended abstract. The full paper will be available at the
20th Central European Conference on Cryptology

sense of the definition from [9], i.e. to find the minimal number of prime
implicants which conjunction represents the considered Boolean function.
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As stated in the quoted reference, such a minimal DNF form, being im- representing the function
plemented in the digital circuit, shall be optimal in the restricted class of
 


two-level digital circuits (disjunction of conjunctions) made of {∨, ∧, ¬}
f (x) = (x0 ∧ x1 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ) ∨ (x0 ∧ x1 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 )
gates.
= (x0 ∧ x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 ) ∨ (x1 ∧ x2 ) ∨ (x1 ∧ x3 ) ∨ (x0 ∧ x2 ) ∨ (x0 ∧ x3 ).
The minimization of the full DNF form of the Boolean function is based
on the following fact from [7]. For every Boolean function of n variables,
The minimal DNF form of the function f (x), depicted in the second tathe set of all terms from the full DNF form (E3) can be partitioned
ble, is represented with the vertex v0 , where ite constructs are shown with
 n

complemented edges. In the end, the function can be implemented with a
^
ξik : k = 1, . . . , l = Pxi ∪ Pxi ∪ P∗ ,
digital circuit containing a two OR, three AND, and two NOT gates operatik =1
ing on four input variables (digital lines), and what is most important with
only three clock cycles overhead. Modern digital circuit implementations
into three sets of terms
allow even a parallelization of such a circuit operation within a single clock
cycle.
• P − containing variable x
xi

i

• Pxi − containing negation of variable xi

3

• P∗ − not containing variable xi .

The key step in the application of BDDs is a variable order for Shannon expansion which allows efficient operations with Boolean functions, e.g., their
minimization. As it was shown in the example, the minimization of Boolean
functions can be used to produce optimal digital circuits for the implementation of an important class of cryptographic functions. In addition to that,
this topic presents open problems for further research in the field of combinatorial optimizations, such as variable ordering in Shannon expansion and
set covering problem. It is also important to mention that the properties of
Boolean (Bent) functions can be further elaborated by research on graph
properties of BDDs and their variants.

In the light of that fact, Coudert [4] developed an algorithm for the minimization of Boolean functions based on the BDDs and their variation Zerosuppressed Decision Diagrams (ZDDs) for manipulation of sets of combinations. The essential part of his algorithm is the approach of solving
the minterm set covering problem by the set covering problem on lattices.
For that the author used a BDD and ZDD data structure to implement a
novel algorithm to find the set cover fixed point on lattices. The fixed point
is further searched by the Branch-and-Bound algorithm to find essential
minterms contained within. It is important to mention that the complexity of the author's algorithm is exponential, since the set covering problem
is NP-complete. Once the minimal DNF form of the Boolean function is
found it can be implemented in the hardware with a minimal number of
digital circuits.

2.2

Conclusion

Example

As an example, let us minimize (for the digital circuit implementation) the
Bent function f : F42 → F2 defined in ANF form (E1)
f (x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 ) = x0 ∗ x1 + x2 ∗ x3 + x0 + x1
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ALGORITHM FOR SHORT MESSAGES ENCRYPTION
ON TWISTED EDWARD CURVES
A. BESSALOV, L. KOVALCHUK, N. KUCHYNSKA, O. TELIZHENKO
IPT National Technical University of Ukraine “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”
Abstract. The purpose of our researches is to develop a national standard of short messages
encryption, with well-defined procedures, on the one hand, and a sufficient level of security and
effectiveness, on the other. In this paper, we propose algorithm for short messages encryption on
twisted Edwards curves, with described general cryptosystem parameters and individual parameters
of users. The authors proved correctness and security of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction. Nowadays, the ISO/IEC 18033-2:2006 standard is harmonized in Ukraine as
DSTU ISO/IEC 18033-2: 2015. However, an urgent task for Ukrainian cryptographic researchers
today is to develop a public-key encryption algorithm for short messages that could be used as a
National Standard, with clearly specified procedures that should have acceptable performance and a
sufficient level of security.
In addition, among the national standards, we should note the Belarusian standard STB
34.101.45-2013 [1] that approves algorithms for digital signature and key transport on elliptic
curves. This standard contains defined algorithms in detail, where the asymmetric key transport
algorithm is based not only on elliptic curves but also on National block encryption algorithm BelT
STB.
Algorithm description. Considering advantages of using cryptosystems on elliptic curves,
we proposed to develop an algorithm for short messages encryption on twisted Edwards curves [2].
We should make certain remarks that the proposed algorithm is recommended only for the
transition period to the post-quantum cryptography.
Taking into the account properties of the Edwards curves [3], we use the curve Edw  Fp 
over a finite field Fp where p  5 mod 8 , given by the following equation:

Edw  Fp  : x 2  ay 2  1  dx 2 y 2 , a  d , a, d  Qp ,

(1)

where Q p is a set of quadratic residues modulo p .
We define the general parameters of the cryptosystem below.
 Security level  that actually determines choice of other parameters. Recommended values
of  are given in Table 1.
 Prime number p with bit length l ( p)  log 2 p   1  2(  1) that determines the finite
field Fp .


Edw  Fp  is a twisted Edwards curve (1) over Fp ; for all recommended curves we set



a  2.
Base point P of the curve Edw  Fp  such that ord ( P)  n .



A private key, or a decryption key, is an element e  Fp . The corresponding public key, or




the encryption key, is some point of the twisted Edwards elliptic curve computed as Q  eP .
Hash-function H , where the length of its output is lH . As a recommended hash-function,
we assume to use DSTU 7564:2014.
l -bit block and k -bit key  of block cipher Kalyna- l / k [4] with basic encryption El(,k )
( )

and decryption Dl ,k transformations.
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It should be noted that the formatted plaintext M is assumed to be the element of Fp .
Table 1. Connection between  , l ( p ) and Kalyna- l / k parameters.


l ( p)
l/k

127
256
256/256

191
384
256/256

255
512
512/512

383
768
512/512

1.

Encryption algorithm
Choose a random integer  :1    n  1 .

2.

Compute the point R   P   xR , yR  , set r as a bit representation of x R of the length l ( p ) .

3.

Compute the point T   Q   xT , yT  and set   xT( l ) as the lowest l bit of xT .

4.

Compute t  El(,k )  M  .

5.

The ciphertext is C  (r || t ) .
Decryption algorithm

1.

Compute u  1  r 2  a  dr 2  mod p and root y  u mod p , set R   r , y  .

2.

Compute T '   xT ' , yT '  eR ' and set xT(l ) as the lowest l bit of xT .

3.

Compute the message M  Dl(,k )  t  .

1

Security and efficiency of the algorithm. We proved that an attack on the proposed
algorithm (the key recovery or the plaintext recovery) is no easier than one of the two problems –
CDH or DLP. We also proved its security against distinguishing attacks.
Conclusion. We propose the algorithm of short messages encryption on twisted Edwards
curves. General parameters of the cryptosystem and individual parameters of users are described.
This algorithm is similar with STB key transport algorithm [1], but uses another form of elliptic
curves and make use of National Ukrainian Standards hash-function and symmetric encryption. The
authors also constructed all general parameters of the proposed cryptosystem.

1.
2.
3.

4.
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Abstract. A major open problem in block cipher cryptanalysis is the
discovery of new non-linear invariant attacks. There is no systematic
method for construction of such attacks however there are some ad-hoc
heuristic constructions [4]. A key problem is to find attacks with smaller
degree and using less variables. Key Words: block ciphers, Boolean
functions, Feistel ciphers, T-310, Generalized Linear Cryptanalysis, polynomial invariants, annihilator space, invariant theory.

A frequently cited paper by Knudsen and Robshaw from Eurocrypt’96 cf. [5].
claimed that nonlinear polynomial attacks cannot or will not work for Feistel
ciphers. There is no doubt non-linear invariant attacks CAN be made to work
for Feistel ciphers, cf. [4]. For example in a recent paper we show that a certain
non-zero polynomial of degree 7, namely P = (A + B) (C + D) (D + F )(B +
F ) (E +F )(G+F )(G+H) with A = (i+m), B = (j +n) C = (k+o), D = (l+p),
E = (y + O), F = (z + P ), G = (M + Q) and H = (N + R) is an invariant for
T-310 for any key any IV and any number of rounds, this if a certain product
of polynomials such as (Z + 1) ∗ (a + d + e + f + 1)(d + a)(d + a + b + c + 1) is
annihilated, cf. [3]. The same approach was then applied to DES [4]. Here the
degree of annihilators tends to increase a lot, or the attacks work only for a tiny
fraction of the key space. Is there any hope to do better than this? In this paper
we show a theoretical possibility to find more annihilations, or to annihilate
polynomials which would never be annihilated in the strict framework of any
previously known attack.
A crucial ingredient. If we look at the proof in Section 4 of [3] why this
attack works, it defined a certain polynomial µ = (B + C)(G + H)(B + H)(B +
F )(C +D) and it is crucial that we have µ(W +Y ) = 0. This was seen many times
in T-310. The problem is that W + Y has 12 variables, a property far beyond
general results on classifying all known Boolean functions for up to 6 variables
[Maiorana]. Why this matters? Consider for example DES S8, we actually cannot
hope that (a + e) ∗ (e) ∗ W 8(a, b, c, d, e, f ) = 0 because none of the 32 Boolean
functions in DES whatsoever has an annihilator which is a product of 2 linear
factors. However we have:
(Z3 + Z7 + R08 + R09 + R10 + R12 + R13 + R24 + R27 + R28 + R29)∗
(R08 + R10 + R11) ∗ (R26) ∗ (R08 + R26) ∗ (R25 + R26) = 0
We see that we can hope to reduce the degree in polynomial invariant attacks
if 1) we are allowed to annihilate things such as (W + c + e) + (Y + a0 d0 ), which is
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allowed using the general methodology of [4], and 2) if maybe we can somewhat
magically annihilate (W + c + e) + (Y + a0 d0 ) without annihilating individual
components. Now for a very long time we thought his was strictly impossible and
none of the current attacks on T-310 has this property. In fact in [3] we surely
have µ(W + Y ) = 0 with µW 6= 0 however unhappily we have µ(W + 1) = 0 and
µ(Y +1) = 0. We have not discovered anything new. Is there any hope that a sum
of two Boolean function with disjoint variables (direct sum) can be annihilated
in a new way different than currently, and a lower degree, as it is impossible
to have degree 2 annihilators in DES? The expert interpretation of the equality
on Z3 + Z7 above is that a sum of two outputs in DES is 4-weakly-normal
instead of 6 expected in the worst case [2]. This is a significant vulnerability
knowing that we have as many as 12 variables. 12 variables are in some sense
reduced or compressed to just 4 linear combinations of these variables. We obtain
new powerful optimized ways to eliminate totally, some very complex Boolean
functions with 12 variables inside a polynomial invariant attack. The reader will
check that µW 6= 0 and µ(W + 1) 6= 0 and the same for Y . However finding
just one example is not enough. In cryptanalysis we want to have a systematic
construction. Here is our existence theorem:
Theorem 0.1. If W Y 6= 0 and W Y + W + Y 6= 1, then ∃µ ∈ Bn s.t.:


µ(W + Y ) = 0 (1)





(2)
µW 6= 0
(∗) µY 6= 0
(3)



µ(W
+
1)
=
6
0
(4)



µ(Y + 1) 6= 0 (5)
Proof. W Y 6= 0 ⇒ ∃p ∈ IFn2 s.t. W (p) = Y (p) = 1 and W Y + W + Y 6= 1 ⇔
(W + 1)(Y + 1) 6= 0 ⇒ ∃q ∈ IFn2 s.t. W (q) = Y (q) = 0 . We define:
(
1 if x ∈ {p, q}
µ(x) =
0 otherwise
We check that this particular µ satisfies all our claims. t
u
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Abstract. Since 1930s until today it was assumed that Enigma rotors do not have
a particular weakness or structure. A curious situation compared to hundreds of
papers about S-boxes and weak setup in block ciphers. Any weak rotors with
Enigma? Yes and some have strong linear and differential properties.
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1

Introduction

In block ciphers the algebraic structure is relative to the vector space structure of IFn2 and
the key will transform one affine space into another. In rotor machines the key is applied
by rotation of the rotor, which corresponds to +1 mod 26 without a multi-dimensional
vector space structure. A classical approach here is to study multiple “permuted alphabets” jointly. Interestingly, there are some collisions if you do so. For no real-life
rotor you get a latin square, cf. p. 138-139 in [2]. In general interesting properties are
those which are those which uniformly cover the whole 262 cases. On 1 June 1930 the
Wehrmacht introduces an Enigma machine with simple (compared to other machines
which already existed in 1920s) rotor movement, but with an important complication,
a stecker. Surprisingly, all original rotors have remained in active use until 1945, and at
least one is weak as we show here. There are 26! ≈ 288 possible wirings for one rotor.
Rejewski was able to reverse recover Enigma rotors by maths. Turing also studied this
in 1940 [4] his Prof’s book using so called “boxes” formed by product of two involutions which can be uniquely factored back using old theorem by Rejewski. Do weak
Enigma rotors exist? We construct a table of permuted alphabets. A strange order reigns
for old wartime Rotor III:

Not found before? In Knox/Turing work contacts had different names (losing lexicographic order). If renaming letters conceals our property, could we have a hidden permutation? Not quite. Analysis of differences would reveal the hidden permutation completely. We claim that the ONLY plausible way to get something which works for a
good fraction of 262 cases use the full power of the ring of integers modulo 26 with
both + and x. We have in fact, mixing both group operations modulo 26,
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10
26
Nothing else than a linear approximation of an old Enigma rotor from 1929. Who
says LC was invented in 1993? In the full paper we present 4 invariance theorems: our
events have the same frequency in every line, every column and for every input or output
letter. We also show that there is a strong correlation between on which side (< 13 or
not) is the input, and numerous output letters [3]. This opens many possibilities where
attacker focuses on half of the letters and guesses the position of rotor i mod 2, just one
bit of information and the attacker can infer a lot of things without knowing this part of
the key. It is remarkable knowing that in the first Enigma UKW-A reflector even letters
are mapped to even letters with probability 11/13. Later in 1937 it became stronger:
8/13 for UKW-B. We note that unlike block ciphers, in Enigma the key translation ρ i is
applied twice, a weakness, leading to focus on invariant differential properties k → k.
Could this approximation
happen by accident? The probability of our property is
 15!
−25 . Rotor 3 was certainly not chosen as a random permutation.
≈
2
estimated as 26
10 26!
The probability to obtain a latin square is about: (26!/2626 )2 ≈ 2−67.6 and it is an open
problem if there exist efficient algorithm for generating a rotor for Enigma uniformly
at random so that this specific table becomes a latin square. We have 4 more invariance
theorems: the collisions have the same frequency for every line, every column, and
every I/O letter concerned. How these apply to attacks? We can design many statistical
attacks combining Friedman’s Index of Coincidence with our biases. Not a latin square
⇒ each column has entropy < log2 (26) = 4.7 bits. Probability results show that all
Engima rotors after 1938 are very close to a latin square and very far from an ideal
(random) permutation. Another way is to speed up the best WW2 Turing-Welchman
attack by simulating a 2 rotor Enigma combined with reflector CHEAPER with less
entropy to guess. For example we get 15/26 with either i + 2 j + 1 or −3i − 2 j + 13 −
1 which are disjoint. Attack optimization shows that it is profitable to discard some
ciphertext letters where approximations don’t work and rather break another message
with the same stecker. If we implement Rotor III by ρ −i ◦ RIII ◦ ρ i ( j)i + 2 j + b with
variable b, entropy of b is only 2.9  4.7 hence faster guessing step in known attacks.
Conclusion. We show that historical Enigma rotors are weaker than expected, this
can improve brute force part in many major attacks on Enigma for every rotor ever
made [we examined 63 rotors: German, Swiss, Italian Spanish, Norvegian etc]. In the
same way as in block ciphers we show that weak keys matter – and they matter a lot for
choice of the fast rotor. We need to develop a theory on how to select stronger rotors.
?

ρ −i ◦ RIII ◦ ρ i ( j) = i + 2 · j + 1 = with A=0, B=1, etc. with Pr =
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1

Introduction

A secret sharing scheme is multipartite if the participants can be grouped into (typically a few)
groups such that participants in the same group play the same role. Multipartite secret sharing
schemes received a considerable attention, see [2] and the references therein. Perhaps surprisingly,
there are many unsolved problems even in the bipartite case. Ideal multipartite schemes are of
special interest. A scheme is ideal if the maximal share size of the participants is the smallest
possible one, namely the size of the secret, and an access structure describing qualified and unqualified subsets is ideal if it can be realized by an ideal scheme. Ideal bipartite and tripartite
structures has been studied, among others, in [5, 2, 3].
A general method to obtain a lower bound on share sizes uses tools from information theory to
keep track of information different subsets of the participants have. An access structure is κ-ideal
if this lower bound equals the secret size. To each κ-ideal structure corresponds a matroid [1], and
the structure is ideal (without the κ) if this matroid is representable in a certain sense.
Using this connection a comprehensive description of all κ-ideal multipartite access structures is
given. In the bipartite and in the tri-partite cases the emerging matroids are linearly representable,
thus we have a complete description of ideal bipartite and tripartite structures.

1.1

Schemes defined by group ranks

Let P be the set of participants which consists of m nonempty disjoint groups as P = P1 ∪ · · · Pm .
Participants in each group play the same role; or, put in another way, any permutation of P
which maps each group Pi into itself leaves the collection of qualified subsets intact. Suppose a
non-negative integer f (I) is assigned to each non-empty set I ⊆ {1, . . . m} of the groups. This
number is called the importance or rank of the group. A subset A ⊆ P of participants is I-large
if for each J ⊆ I there are at least a total of f (J) members who are from groups in J.
Clearly, such a rank function must be non-decreasing and sub-modular: if J ⊂ J 0 then f (J) ≤
f (J 0 ) and f (J) + f (J 0 ) ≥ f (J ∩ J 0 ) + f (J ∪ J 0 ) (otherwise there is no way for a subset to be
I-large).
Example 1. Suppose we have two groups m = {1, 2}, the ranks are f (1) = a, f (2) = b, and
f (12) = c. Then a set of participants is 12-large, if it has at least a members from the first group,
at least b members from the second group, and all together it has at least c members. Of course,
such an arrangement is possible only if c ≤ a + b.
Example 2. If we have only one group with rank t, then 1-large subsets are those which have at
least t members. This corresponds to the threshold structure.

1.2

Results

Theorem 1. For every κ-ideal multipartite structure there is a non-decreasing and submodular
ranking f of the subsets of the groups {1, . . . , m}, and (pairwise incomparable) subsets I1 , . . . ,
∗ UTIA,
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Is ⊆ {1, . . . , m} such that A ⊆ P is qualified if and only if A is I` -large for some 1 ≤ ` ≤ s.
The converse of this theorem is also true: starting from any ranking of the group subsets and
then picking I1 , . . . , Is ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, the collection of I` -large subsets of participants determines a
κ-ideal structure. For m = 1 this is the threshold structure, for m = 2 the collection I1 , . . . Is can
have one elements (three possibilities) or two elements (only one possibility: {{1}, {2}}), which
means four different types. For m = 3 the description is quite lengthy and involved, but requires
no new ideas.
By the next theorem for m ≤ 3 this description provides all ideal m-partite structures, giving
a full characterization for these cases.
Theorem 2. In the m ≤ 3 cases all κ-ideal structures are ideal.
The same statement does not hold for m = 4 as there is a κ-ideal 4-partite structure which is
not ideal.
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Abstract
Finding a usable representation of a group for discrete logarithm problem (dlp) is
a popular research area in cryptography. Sandpile groups of certain class of graphs
were suggested for cryptosystems by Biggs in [1]. His proposal was a modification
of the wheel graph, which has a special property to form a cyclic sandpile group.
Blackburn in [2] and Shokrieh in [5] independently showed that the dlp in that case
is efficiently solvable.
Moreover Shokrieh suggested that with the modification of his method the dlp
can be also solved in non-cyclic sandpile groups. Hou, Woo and Chen introduced
the Cn2 graph in [4]. Its sandpile group is non-cyclic. Our goal is to show that with
the idea mentioned above it can be solved efficiently. Furthermore using the special
structure of the group, one can give parametric solution for the problem, making
it even more vulnerable.
In [4] the sandpile group of Cn2 , denoted by SpCn2 q is described. It is the direct sum
of two or three cyclic groups depending on the parameter n, more precisely SpCn2 q –
Zpn,Fn q ‘ ZFn ‘ Z nFn , where Fn denotes the nth Fibonacci number. Considering
pn,Fn q

the Laplacian matrix of the Cn2 graph it can be easily seen that it is a circulant
matrix. Cline, Plemmons and Worm showed in [3] that the pseudoinverse of these
type of matrices are also circulant. Moreover they could give a computational form
for the pseudoinverse. Combining these results we can give parametric solution to
the dlp based on the input factors.
Let c1 , c2 P SpCn2 q be configurations, which are the elements of the sandpile group.
The dlp can be described as the following: we are looking for a 2 ď x ď ordpSpCn2 qq
such that px ¨ c1 q˝ “ c2 , where px ¨ c1 q˝ means the stabilization of the configuration
in the group. Denote the Laplacian of SpCn2 q with
˛
¨
a0 a1 . . . an´1
˚an´1 a0 . . . an´2 ‹
‹
˚
L “ ˚ ..
.. ‹ .
.. . .
˝ .
.
.
. ‚
a1 a2 . . . a0
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The main steps of solving the dlp are the following:
• We can calculate the pseudoinverse, using the form given by Cline, Plemmons
and Worm. Let µ0 , . . . , µn´1 the eigenvalues, ω primitive nth root of unity,
λ is also an nth root of 1 in this special case, because the Laplacian L is a
k-circulant matrix with k “ 1. Keeping the notation from L, the first row of
the Laplacian’s pseudoinverse matrix pb0 , . . . , bn´1 q can be given by:
bi “

n´1
1 ÿ
βj pλω j q´i ,
n j“0

where
βj “

#
0
1
µj

i “ 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1,

if µj “ 0,
if µj ‰ 0.

• Denote the pseudoinverse with P , the divisors of the configurations ci with ci ,
the generators of the group with gj , their divisors with gj , calculate c1 T ¨P ¨gj “
rj,1 ` Z, and c2 T ¨ P ¨ gj “ rj,2 ` Z.
• Solve the Diophantine equations rj,2 “ rj,1 x ` y. Using the Chinese remainder
theorem we get x pmod ordpSpCn2 qq.
Following Shokrieh’s idea we extended his method to non-cyclic sandpile groups.
If we know the generators of the group, then we can provide parametric solutions.
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Abstract
In 1996, Hoffstein, Pipher and Silverman [4] proposed a class of fast public key cryptosystems called NTRU (N th degree Truncated Polynomial Ring) cryptosystem, which
was published in 1998. This cryptosystem is considered as a lattice-based public key
cryptosystem, and it is the first asymmetric cryptosystem based on the polynomial ring
Z[X]
. Indeed, it has very good features comparing to other public key cryptosystems
(X N −1)
such as reasonably short, easily created keys, high speed, and low memory requirements. Its encryption and decryption procedures rely on a mixing system presented by
polynomial algebra combined with a clustering principle based on elementary probability theory. From its lattice-based structure, the security of the NTRU cryptosystem
is based on the hardness of solving the Closest Vector Problem (CVP), which is a
computational problem on lattices closely related to Shortest Vector Problem (SVP)
and considered to be NP hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hardness) (for more
details, see [5] and the references given there).
One of the known variants of NTRU cryptosystem called ITRU cryptosystem, which
was presented in 2017 by Gaithuru, Salleh, and Mohamad [3]. Instead of working in a
truncated polynomial ring, ITRU cryptosystem is based on the ring of integers. The
parameters and the main steps of ITRU cryptosystem are as follows.
◻ The value of p is the small modulus (an integer).
◻ Random integers f, g and r are chosen such that f is invertible modulo p.
◻ A prime q is fixed satisfying q > p ⋅ r ⋅ g + f ⋅ m, where m is the representation
of the message in decimal form. The suggested conversion is based on ASCII
conversion tables, that is the one with a → 97.
◻ One computes Fp ≡ f −1 (mod p) and Fq ≡ f −1 (mod q). These computations can
be done by using the extended Euclidean algorithm.
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◻ The public key is consisted of h and q such that h ≡ p ⋅ Fq ⋅ g (mod q).
◻ The encryption procedure is similar to the one applied in NTRU cryptosystem
[4], one generates a random integer r and computes e ≡ r ⋅ h + m (mod q).
◻ To get the plaintext from the ciphertext one determines a ≡ f ⋅ e (mod q).
◻ Recovering the message is done by computing Fp ⋅ a (mod p).
The authors claimed that ITRU has better features comparing to the classical NTRU,
such as having a simple parameter selection algorithm, invertibility, and successful
message decryption, and better security.
In this paper, we present an attack technique against the ITRU cryptosystem, it is
mainly based on a simple frequency analysis. As a result, this techniques will recover
the corresponding plaintexts immediately with no need of having the private keys. The
attack is via eavesdropping on some encrypted messages. If the message is too short,
then the attack may fail. Moreover, according to the index of coincidence introduced
by Friedman [1] the language of the plaintext may be identified (e.g. in case of English it is about 0.0686). Therefore, once we identify the language correctly, then the
frequency analysis works very well in practice. Friedman [2] claimed that ’practically
every example of 25 or more characters representing monoalphabetic encipherment of
a ”sensible” message in English can be readily solved.’ In case of ITRU careful parameter selection may yield a few groups (that can be identified) for which frequency
analysis can be applied.
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An algorithm for optimal joint expansion with odd digits
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Abstract. Joint expansions of vectors are used to improve the efficiency of the calculation of linear
combinations of points of elliptic curves. We consider radix-2 joint expansions for pairs of integers and for
the digit sets containing consecutive odd digits. More specifically, we give a right-to-left algorithm which
builds minimal weight representations for the digit set D = {0, ±1, ±3} and prove its optimality.
Keywords. Elliptic curve cryptography, double and add method, low-weight digit expansions.

Motivation
The security of cryptographic algorithms relies on efficient one-way functions. In our work we consider
the computation of multiples and linear combinations in an Abelian group, which is an essential operation
in several elliptic curve-based cryptosystems. We are interested in an efficient implementation of the
considered one-way function, because this allows to increase the parameters and thus the security of the
cryptosystem.
For a given positive integer n and a point P , the standard method to compute a multiple nP is the binary
method—based on the binary expansion of the integer n, the calculation of nP is done with the double and
add method. A naive way to compute a linear combination of two points nP + mQ is to simply perform
two single point multiplications. However, a more efficient method is to compute a linear combination
simultaneously. This can be done by representing the integers m and n as a joint expansion and by using
the Straus algorithm, which is based on the fact that the point P + Q can be precomputed and added
when the considered vector of the joint expansion equals 11 , thus reducing the number of needed additions.
Generally, any reduction of the number of the needed additions improves the efficiency. Still, using the
standard binary expansions, i.e. the digit set {0, 1}, further improvements are not possible. A way to
overcome this problem is to introduce other digits in the digit set and to increase the number of zero
vectors, i.e. to reduce the joint Hamming weight of the expansions. Since in elliptic curve groups a point
subtraction is computationally as expensive as a point addition, this implies that negative digits may also
be introduced. However, this leads to redundant number systems. Determining a unique and/or optimal
joint expansion as well as the asymptotical analysis of the minimal weights are the main tasks.

Low-weight digit expansions with odd digits
The first algorithm for computing a low-weight digit expansion was given in 2001 [1], and that for the digit
set D = {0, ±1} and dimension d = 2, and with the outputs which fulfil predefined syntactic constraints—
the so called Joint Sparse Form (JSF). It was shown that every pair of integers m and n has a unique
JSF, and that the expected joint Hamming weight among all JSF expansions of length ` is asymptotically
equal to 1/2`. Compared to the joint binary expansions, where the expected joint Hamming weight
is asymptotically equal to 3/4`, this was a considerable improvement. A generalization of the JSF to
arbitrary dimensions d ≥ 2, the so called Simple Joint Sparse Form (SJSF), was given in 2004 [2].
When other odd digits are introduced, the previously considered syntactic restrictions can no longer enforce
that a pair of integers admits a unique such expansion, and this changes the situation significantly. An
optimal algorithm for other digit sets with odd digits is not given yet. Nevertheless, several authors have
investigated asymptotical behavior of the minimal weights and have calculated optimal weights for various
digit sets and dimensions. Therefore, for certain digit sets with odd digits it is already known which
optimal average weight algorithms should have. However, for these digit sets one can find approximation
algorithms, which have a certain offset to the minimal average weight.
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Our contribution
We consider the digit set D = {0, ±1, ±3} and construct a right-to-left algorithm which outputs radix-2
joint representations with the digits from the set D for arbitrary pairs of integers.
Our goal is to define a function which chooses the digits of the least significant column in such way, that
the number of non-zero columns is minimal. For this purpose we investigate which choices we have based
on the given digit set. If a given integer is even, there is always only one digit which can be chosen,
and that is the digit 0. But in the case when the given integer is odd, any of the odd digits from the
set D can be chosen. Since we have four consecutive odd digits, we know that the digit set contains a
representative for all odd residue classes modulo 23 . Based on this observation, we define so called setting
functions—functions which choose a digit d ∈ D based on the predefined, wanted congruence modulo 23 .
However, the definition of the wanted congruence modulo 23 may not be instantly obvious. Here we
note that different choices may lead to different minimal joint representations.
are
 A very
 simple
 example

101
1003
=
=
,
integers 5 and 7. Representing digits −1 and −3 as 1 and 3, we have that 57 = 13
31 2
103 2
1001 2
and note that all expansions have (minimal) joint Hamming weight of 2.
Therefore, we have to choose additional syntactic constraints which on the one hand guarantee that every
vector has a unique expansion and on the other hand lead to minimal expansions.
Altogether, we define the function for selecting the most suitable digits by modelling cases based on the
parities of the given integers. The most challenging case appears when the given integers have different
parities, since a selection of the digit is not always unique. Using the digits from the given set D we
construct a so called virtually enlarged digit set Dnew —a set which contains a representative for all odd
residue classes modulo 24 , and which enables us to calculate possible alternatives more efficiently and
reduces the decision problem.

Results
For the given integers m and n and the digit set D = {0, ±1, ±3} we show that
• the outputs of the algorithm fulfil predefined syntactic constraints,
• the algorithm terminates, and
• the necessary look-ahead for an optimal selection of the digits from the digit set D which form As ,
the least significant column of a joint expansion of a pair of integers, is 7.
Furthermore, we prove the optimality of the algorithm. We show that
• the expected weight of an expansion of length ` is asymptotically equal to 281/786`, and
• the outputs of the algorithm are minimal weight joint expansions.
With regard to complexity, the algorithm needs precomputation of 12 points on the curve. Compared with
[1], where 2 points need to be precomputed, this requires 10 additional curve operations. However, as the
expected weight decreases from 0.5` to approximately 0.36`, this means that the costs for the precomputation are offset after 71 bit. Note that if using the same cryptosystem several times, precomputation
is required only once. The overhead of the integer operations to compute the expansion seems to be
negligible.
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Each element of A  P  can be expressed uniquely

Abstract. The article describes a new implementation of
MST3 cryptosystems based on the automorphism group
extension of the Hermitian function field.



A  P   S (a,b,c ) a  Fq2 : Fq2 \ 0 , b  Fq2 , c q  c  b q 1



where

Keywords: MST cryptosystem, logarithmic signature,
random cover, automorphism group, Hermitian function
field.

S (a,b,c)   a , b, c 
and the group operation is defined as
S  a1 , b1 , c1   S  a2 , b2 , c2   S  a1a2 , a2b1  b2 , a2q 1c1  a2b2qb1  c2  ,

INTRODUCTION

the inverse of S  a,b,c  is

Development of efficient cryptographic cryptosystems
that can withstand quantum attacks has become an actual
problem. The idea of constructing public-key cryptosystems
on the basis of the intractable word problem was proposed
by Wagner and Magyarik in [1]. The basis is the use of
permutation groups. Since the 2000s, several dozen group
cryptosystems schemes have been proposed [2,3].
Magliveras proposed a practical implementation of
Wagner’s and Magyarik’s idea [4]. He proposed a
symmetric cryptosystem based on a special type of finite
groups factorization called logarithmic signatures for finite
permutation groups. Further improvements to this scheme
were made by Svaba and van Trung in [5]. They introduced
a secret cover of a random cover. The Magliveras
cryptosystem has several improvements and the last option
proposed based on the Suzuki group is known as MST3 [6].
In this paper, MST3 cryptosystems based on the
automorphism group extension of the Hermitian function
field will be presented.
The automorphism group A  P  of the Hermitian

S  a,b,c   S  a 1 , a 1b,a  ( q 1) c q  [8] .
1

It is simple to show by direct calculations.
The identity is the triple S 1, 0, 0  .
It follows that A  P   q 3  q 2  1 .
The

center



Z  A  P    S (1, 0,c ) c q  c  0, c  Fq2



and Z  A  P    q .
Construction

of

the

group

elements

A  P 

is

q 1

determined by solving the equation c  c  b
with
respect to c . The difficulty of finding c is proportional to
q . We have considered two encryption schemes that
overcome this problem.
q

Let Fq 2 be a field of odd characteristic.
For an odd characteristic field, the automorphism group
A  P  of the Hermitian function field has the
representation
 


bq 1
A  P    a, b,
 c  a  Fq2 , b  Fq 2 and c q  c  0 .
2

 


function ﬁeld H Fq2 acting on it as   x  ,   y  has a
greater ordA  P   q 3  q 2  1 than the orders of the other
automorphism groups [7-9]. The order group A  P  also
greater than the order of corresponding Suzuki group.
Suzuki groups, which appear in MST3 cryptosystems, are
isomorphic to the projective linear group PGL  3, Fq  ,

If  is a generating element of the field, then the

equation c q  c  0 has solutions ci   ( q 1)/ 2 i ( q 1) ,
i  0,1,...q  1 . Computation vectors using logarithmic
signature matrices and random covers are now easily
transcoded into the coordinates b, c of the A  P 
subgroup.
The group operation is defined as
S  a1 , b1 , c1   S  a2 , b2 , c2  

where q  2q02 , q0  2n and has order q 2 . A larger group
order gives an advantage to cryptosystem secrecy.
I. PROPOSAL
From the general results of MST3 construction we
assume that advantage is given to the group A  P  based



S a1a2 , a2b1  b2 , a2q 1  b1q1 / 2  c1   a2b2q b1  b2q 1 / 2  c2

on the automorphism   x  ,   y  .
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and the inverse of S  a,b,c  is
S  a,b,c   S  a , a b,a
1

1

1

 ( q 1) q

c

f

.





m2  Fq2



1(2) ,..., rs(2)  , i  1, s (2) , j  1, ri (2) , bij (2)  Fq  Fq 2 .



 (1)   A1(1) ,..., As (1)    aij (1)  S aij (1)1 , aij (1)2 ,  aij (1)2 
of the

same

type

/2

q



(2)







S 1, aij (2)2 , aij (2)2

of

the

q 1

/ 2  aij (2)3

same

random

(1) 2

 (2)

,

a



homomorphism



Let's do the following calculations

 (1)   h1(1) ,..., hs (1)    hij  (1)  t(i 11)(1) f

ij (1)

ij (1)

f1

defined

 a   b 
ij (1)



by

Decryption
Input: a ciphertext

,

t

ij (1) i (1)







 (2)   h1(2) ,..., hs (2)    hij  (2)  t(i11)(2) f

private

key

The parameter a(1)1  R1  is known from the y3 and it is

/ 2   S 1, 0, a2  .

Compute

and

ciphertext  y1 , y2 , y3  .
To decrypt a message m , we need to restore random
numbers R  ( R1 , R2 ) .

And define a homomorphism f 2
f 2 S 1, a2 , a2

 y1 , y2 , y3 

  ( k ) ,  t0 ( k ) ,..., t s ( k )   , k  1,2 .


Output: the message m  A  P  corresponding to







Output  y1 , y2 , y3  .

1
1
S 1, aij (1)1  bij (1) , aijq(1)
/ 2  aij (1)1 bijq(1)  bijq(1)
/2 ,
1

q 1



Compute
y3  f  2 '  R2    S 1, 0, a(2)2  R2  .

i  1, s (1) , j  1, ri ,
where

 a   b 



a(1)1  R1   (1)  R1  .

, ti (k) j  F  , i  0, s (k) ,

f1 S  a1 , a2 , a2 q 1 / 2   S 1, a1 , a1q 1 / 2  .

f

 m2q 1 / 2  m3  

q

2

Here, the   components are determined by crosscalculations in the group operation of the product of
t0 ( k ) ,..., ts ( k ) and for third coordinate is added the product of

where

j  1, 2 , k  1, 2 . Let’s ts(1)  t0( 2) .

Construct

2



as



(2) 2

 S , a(1)1  R1    (1)  R1   , a(2) 2  R2    (2)  R2    .

Choose t0( k ) , t1( k ) ,..., ts ( k )  A( P ) \ Z ,



1

The components of   in the formula are determined
by cross-calculations in the group operation of the product.
Compute
y2   '  R    1 '  R1    2 '  R2 

cover

aij (2)2 , aij (2)3  Fq \ 0  Fq2 .
ti ( k )  S ti ( k )1 , ti ( k )2 , (ti ( k )2 ) q 1 / 2

/ 2



q

 a  R   a  R  m



type

q 1



aij (1)1 , aij (1)2  Fq2 \ 0 .

Select
a
second
 (2)   A1(2) ,..., As (2)    aij  

q2

 S a(1)1  R1  , a(1)2  R1   a(2)2  R2   m2 ,

 (1) , where aij  A  P  ,

as

, R2  Z Z .

F

a(1)2  R1  a(2)2  R2   a(2)2  R2  / 2  a(2)3  R2   m

cover
q 1

key

k  1,2 .

 S a(1)1  R1  , a(1)2  R1   a(2)2  R2  , a(1)2  R1 

r

random

public

Compute
y1   '  R   m  1 '  R1    2 '  R2   m

(2)

first

the

Choose a random R  ( R1 , R2 ) , R1  Z

Choose a second tame logarithmic signature
 (2)   B1(2) ,..., Bs (2)    bij   S 1, 0, bij (2) 
of
type
a

and

Output: a ciphertext  y1 , y2 , y3  of the message m .

,..., rs (1)  , i  1, s (1) , j  1, ri (1) , bij (1)  Fq2 .

Select



m3  Fq  Fq 2

,

 f1 , f 2 , ( k ,  k ) ,

signature
of type

(1)

1(1)



 S 1, 0, aij (2)2  bij (2) .

Encryption
Input: a message m  A  P  , m  S 1, m2 , m3  ,

with corresponding

private key   ,  t0 ,..., ts   .
Choose
a
first
tame
logarithmic
1
 (1)   B1(1) ,..., Bs (1)    bij   S 1, bij (1) , bijq(1)
/ 2

r

ij (2)

  ( k ) ,  t0 ( k ) ,..., t s ( k )   , k  1,2 .



A  P   S (a,b,c) a  Fq2 : Fq2 \ 0 , b  Fq2 , c q  c  0

 ,  , f 

ij (2)

An output public key  f1 , f 2 , ( k ,  k )  , and a private key

Key Generation
Input: a large group on the field of odd characteristic

Output: a public key

 a   b 

 a   b 
ij (2)

t

ij (2) i (2)

included in the second component of y2 .
Compute
1
D (1) ( R1 , R2 )  t0(1)  y2 t s(2)

,



 S 1, a(1)1  R1    (1)  R1  ,

i  1, s(2) , j  1, ri ,
where



a(2)2  R2    (2)  R2   a(1)1  R1    (1)  R1 
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q 1



/ 2 .

D  ( R )  f  y1  D (1) ( R1 , R2 )  S 1, a(1)1  R1  ,
1

a(1)2  R1 

g 1







q 1



/ 2



true



a



random



cover
of the same

the type  r1 ,..., rs b and  r1 ,..., rs c for coordinates b, c for

the subgroups of the A  P  . Thus, an important task is to
convert the logarithmic signatures and random covers to the
group elements.
A solution of this problem is possible for the field of odd
characteristic and on the extension of the automorphism
group. For an odd characteristic field, the automorphism
group A  P  of the Hermitian function field has a simple
representation. Computation vectors using logarithmic
signature matrices and random covers are now easily
transcoded into the coordinates of the A  P  subgroup.
The latter solution based on the extension of the
automorphism group provides for a larger group. The
message size for encryption is q3 times larger than in the
MST3 cryptosystem on the Suzuki group.

1



 S  ,  , a(2 )2  R2    (2 )  R2    .

Repeat the calculations
1
D(2) ( R2 )  t0(2)  y2t s(2)
 S 1,0, a(2)2  R2   (2)  R2 



and
D  ( R )  D (2) ( R2 ) y31 
1



type as  . The size of the arrays  and  is determined by

Restore R1 with  (1)  R1  using  (1)  R1  , because 
is simple.
For further calculation, it is necessary to remove the
component of the array  1 '  R1  from y2 .
Compute
1
y2(1)   1 '  R1  y2   2 '  R2 



for

   A1 ,..., As    aij   S aij a , aij b , aij c

 S 1,  (1)  R1  , a(2)2  R2    (2)  R2    .

D (2) ( R2 ) S 1, 0, a(2)2  R2 



the A  P   S (a,b,c ) a, b  Fq2 , c q  c  b q 1 . This is also



/ 2  S 1, a(1)1  R1    (1)  R1  ,

a(2)2  R2    (2)  R2   a(1)1  R1    (1)  R1 



   B1 ,..., Bs    bij   S 1, bij b , bij c from a subgroup of

and

 S 1, 0,  (2)  R2  

Restore R2 with  (2)  R2  using  (2)  R2  .
1
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The use of homomorphic threshold cryptosystems for distributed computing on encrypted data has been proposed for various application areas, e. g., for double auction
in [2], for privacy preserving data mining in [8], or for data integration and sharing in [3].
In these cryptosystems, the access structure underlying the sharing of the private key between the shareholders is typically assumed to be a fixed flat access structure requiring
a minimum number t of n equally powerful shareholders to cooperate during decryption.
Many of these use cases could profit from supporting more complex access structures, such
as hierarchical access structures, in which each shareholder is associated with a certain
level in a hierarchy, as well as supporting dynamicity, such that shareholders may join or
leave. A homomorphic cryptosystem with both properties is applicable in many scenarios,
among others, online auctions where bidders join at different points in time, or server aided
secure multi-party computation. In particular, hierarchical access structures often better
reflect the structure within an organization or between different cooperating organizations,
and are also well suited for certain functionalities such as adding auditing to distributed
computation on encrypted data. Dynamic systems on the other hand allow for reusing
previously computed ciphertexts even if shareholders join or leave.
In the past, many (t, n) threshold encryption schemes have been proposed (e. g., as [1,
4–7, 10]). Some of these cryptosystems are homomorphic (e. g., as [4, 7]), others are dynamic (e. g., as [5, 6]), and yet others support hierarchical access structures (e. g., as [1,
10]). However, none of these schemes supports all three properties simultaneously. Straight
forward constructions of a dynamic and hierarchical secret sharing scheme from Shamir’s
Secret Sharing scheme either require the threshold to be adapted continuously or would
enable a subset of shareholders to prevent decryption. Recently, a dynamic and hierarchical secret sharing scheme based on Birkhoff interpolation has been proposed [11] that does
not exhibit such disadvantages. However, a threshold cryptosystem that uses this secret
sharing scheme has not been proposed yet.
We propose the first hierarchical and dynamic threshold Paillier cryptosystem without
trusted dealer and prove its security in the malicious adversary model. Nishide and Sakurai
proposed a fully distributed threshold Paillier cryptosystem [9] where the public and private
key are generated without a trusted dealer, such that the private key is shared with a
verifiable (t, n) threshold secret sharing scheme over the integers [9]. We show how to
modify the threshold Paillier cryptosystem of [9] in order to obtain a cryptosystem with
hierarchical access structure that allows adding and removing shareholders.
To this end, we developed a verifiable hierarchical and dynamic secret sharing scheme
that can share a secret over the integers. The new secret sharing scheme combines the verifiable (t, n) threshold sharing scheme over the integers proposed in [9] with the dynamic
and verifiable hierarchical secret sharing scheme proposed in [11]. Our novel system allows without secret reconstruction to add new shareholders and reset the access structure,
?
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i. e., switch between different access structures. We prove its security in the presence of a
malicious adversary corrupting only unauthorized sets of shareholders.
We develop a hierarchical and dynamic threshold Paillier cryptosystem without trusted
dealer. Here, we leverage the fact that a flat (t, n) threshold access structure is equivalent to
a hierarchical access structure with one level and modify the key generation of the threshold
Paillier cryptosystem without trusted dealer proposed in [9] such that the verifiable (t, n)
threshold secret sharing scheme [9] becomes a special case of our novel hierarchical and
dynamic secret sharing scheme over the integers. In a finalizing step, we then transform
the shares of the private key shared with the verifiable (t, n) secret sharing scheme over
the integers [9] into our verifiable hierarchical and dynamic secret sharing scheme over
the integers. We show that the resulting system is able to cope with mobile adversaries if
the access structure is reset in regular intervals. The second challenge we address is the
development of a new decryption algorithm in order to cover the hierarchical structure.
The threshold Paillier cryptosystem [9] and our novel system are both probabilistic, as
they first generate two prime candidates, check their primality, and if the check fails restart,
e. g., x times. The total complexity w. r. t. computation (number of modular exponentia
tions) and communication (number of messages exchanged) of both systems is O xn2 .
1
is negligible, the share sizes are
For k-bit primes and a security parameter K such that K
4k+6 t+7 2 3
bound by 2
tn ∆ K , whith ∆ := n! for the threshold Paillier cryptosystem [9], and
t−1

t2 −3t+2

∆ := lcm(A) for our system where A ≤ 22−t · (t − 1) 2 · (t − 1)! · n 2
is the largest
possible reconstruction matrix for the Birkhoff interpolation and where additionally k has
to be chosen such that k > log2 (A).
Our new hierarchical and dynamic threshold Paillier cryptosystem without trusted
dealer allows to dynamically add and remove shareholders while providing a hierarchical
access structure. We show that the new cryptosystem is correct, robust and threshold semantic secure in the presence of a probabilistic polynomial time bound malicious adversary
corrupting only unauthorized sets of shareholders. The techniques presented here can also
be used in cryptosystems where the private key can be shared additively, e. g., RSA.
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Introduction. One of the most important problems arising in construction of SNARK-proofs
and STARK-proofs [3, 6, 10] is reduction of the number of constraints describing algorithms of the
respective SNARK-system. Hash function is a necessary element of each SNARK-system. For this
reason, we need to construct a hash function such as its description would require as few constraints
as possible.
One of the first hash functions proposed to be used in SNARK-proofs was the Pedersen function [8].
However, the number of constraints for its description is quite large (approximately 1.68 constraints
per bit), and as a result the SNARK-proof using this function works too long. The Poseidon hash
function proposed in [4] appeared to be a quite good construction with respect to the number of
constraints. For this function, the number of constraints is up to 15 times smaller than for the
Pedersen hash function.
To enable using this function in SNARK-systems, it is necessary to provide a full substantiation of
its security against the main applicable cryptographic attacks. The Poseidon hash function is based
upon the SPONGE construction [7] that uses the HADES block cipher algorithm [5] as the inner
permutation. For this reason, the main part of the security substantiation for the Poseidon hash
function is to show that the HADES algorithm is indistinguishable from a random permutation [4, 7].
The authors of the HADES algorithm, and later the authors of the Poseidon hash function present
detailed argumentation claiming security of these constructions against some class of attacks that
they named ”algebraic attacks”. However, for these algorithms, substantiation of security against
linear and differential cryptanalysis attacks used some heuristic techniques, and that requires further
analysis to achieve a strict formal substantiation. E.g. in substantiation of the algorithm security
against linear attacks, the authors considered coordinate functions of S-boxes that shows that they
analyzed its security against ”classical” linear attacks with respect to bitwise addition. However, as
shown in [1, 2], it is necessary for such construction to analyze specifically security against linear and
differential cryptanalysis with respect to field operations, as both the key adder and the linear layer
use operations in a prime field instead of binary operations.
Main results. The paper contains the following results.
1. Security estimations were built against linear and differential attacks with respect to field operations. Let us note that construction of such estimates uses a serious algebraic apparatus; in
particular, various relations containing sums of characters for an additive group of a finite field.
2. We present the general parameters for the Poseidon hash function that allow using this hash
function in recurrent SNARK-proofs based on MNT4 and MNT6 triplets.
3. We showed how it is possible to choose S-Boxes for such function for this choice to be optimal
from the point of view of the number of constraints and security.
4. We showed how many full rounds is sufficient to guarantee security of this hash function against
linear and differential attacks with respect to field operations.
5. We calculated the number of constraints per bit that is achieved in the proposed implementation;
a considerable gain as compared to the Pedersen hash function was demonstrated.
We provided strict formal proofs for all listed results. Following [4] and [5], we chose round functions
for random permutations and their parameters in the following way:
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• the number of rounds with a full S-Box layer is chosen as the minimal number that guarantees
security against differential and linear attacks;
• the number of rounds with a partial S-Box layer is chosen as the minimal number that guarantees
security against other attacks given in [5, 7];
• S-Boxes are chosen as power functions in the finite field.
Considering specific features of the hash function application and the need for its compatibility with
MNT4 or MNT6 triples [9], we chose the following parameters of the round functions:
• a prime field Fp where p is a prime number that is used in MNT4, of the length of 753 bits;
• exponent of the function describing the S-Box was chosen so as from one side to guarantee the
required level of security against attacks, and from the other side to minimize the number of
constraints;
• one round with a full S-Box layer contains three S-Boxes, and a round with a partial S-Box
layer contains one S-Box.
Such selection of parameters allows obtaining the following characteristics of the hash function at the
set security level of λ = 128 bits: 4 rounds with a full S-Box layer (two rounds at the beginning and
two at the end); from 56 to 60 rounds with a partial S-Box layer; from 0.1 to 0.3 constraints per bit.
Conclusions. The results obtained show that the Poseidon hash function is secure against linear
and differential attacks with respect to field operations. Given the security level, we can choose
parameters of this hash that guarantee its cryptographic security. An indisputable advantage of the
hash function with such structure is its effectiveness at its utilization for SNARK-proofs.
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Abstract. The most of modern standard cryptographic algorithms are developed during public (e.g., AES or NESSIE) and semi-public
(internal state-level researches) competitions. It increases the algorithm’s resistance against common cryptographic attacks and guaranties
sufficient security level. However, risks belong to the kleptographic backdoor implementation are still high because of two reasons: first, the
state-wise or world-wise cryptographic standard, that are implemented in thousands and millions of products, which are out of the secure
perimeter, are susceptible to target manipulations, and second, modern cryptoanalysis approaches often aren’t efficient for kleptographic
trapdoor detection. The goal of our research is to create a metric to estimate risks of kleprographic backdoor existence. The metric allows
additionally to evaluate cryptographic algorithms during the standardization process and reject suspicious algorithms on the early estimation
stage.
Keywords. Kleptography, cryptographic algorithm, subliminal channel, kleptographic trapdoor, eSTREAM, NESSIE, AES, Streebog.
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Introduction

The idea of kleptography trapdoors was introduces by G. Simmons as subliminal channels in the prisoner’s problem [4]. The further development of the idea is modifying of existent cryptosystem to allow hidden transmission
of additional sensitive information: DSA private key [4], Diffie-Hellman session secret key or RSA private key [5].
Also, there are examples in symmetric cryptography: DES cipher (suspected to be weakened to simplify analysis
for NSA), DualEC DRBG [2] (developer may guess RNG output because of backdoor), hash function “Stribog”[1]
(a lot of additional entropy in the structure without appropriate argumentation).
A lot of public cryptography standard competitions like as AES, NESSIE or eSTREAM (and numerous of local
ones) targeted mostly on security and performance aspects of new cipher’s candidates. However, kleptography risks
are still without high attention, that leads to risks belong to kleptography backdoor existence.
The main goal of this research is to formalize process of backdoor implementation and suggest methods to
decrease kleptography risks at development and standardization stages.
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Main results

General formal model of kleptographic backdoor. In the research, we start from the standard Shannon’s
model of secret system [3] but extended with the additional actor – Developer, who is considered to be an attacker
(like Eva) but with the additional capability to develop and deploy crypto algorithms on communication endpoints.
The are numerous ways to do this – attacks on endpoints, malware infection, distribution of vulnerable crypto
libraries or lobby in crypto algorithms standardization but here we focus on the last one.
One of the investigation’s goals is to define a metric that shows kleptographic risks. We introduced the metric
called “kleptographic potential”: φ : A → R, where A is a set of all possible crypto algorithm’s, moreover if
φ(A) < φ(B), A, B ∈ A than “risks” of klepto backdoor existence are higher in the algorithm B.
Let P rim be a crypto algorithm (new crypto standard candidate) in the form P rim : P ar → Out, where P ar
– the space of inputs, (examples of inputs: plain text, secret key, initial vector, salt, etc.), Out – the space of
outputs (e.g., cipher text, hash code, signature digest, salt, etc.). Let FP rim ⊂ P arOut be a set of all alternative
implementations of the candidate P rim. (example of alternative implementations: algorithms with modified Sboxes, round constants, initial values, etc.) Further, let’s suppose, Developer have a publicly known method,
that is an injective function, which generates crypto algorithm with kleptographic trapdoor based on Developer’s
secret from the secret’s space Ω: T rapGenP rim : Ω → FP rim . Thus, our goal is to estimate maximal amount of
Developer’s information that is brought into a structure of algorithm.
Here, we use Shannon’s entropy [3] to formalize the uncertainty of algorithm’s structure and Developer’s information impact.
P Let’s consider1 a probabilistic ensemble X and Y . Unconditional Shannon’s entropy for ensemble X is: H(X) =
x∈X p(x)log2 p(x) . Also we need conditional entropy H(X|Y ) that shows residual uncertainty after the realization
P
P
1
of the variable from ensemble Y : H(X|Y ) = y∈Y x∈X p(x, y)log2 p(x|y)
.
Now, let’s define the kleptographic potential.
Definition 1. (Kleptographic potential). Let FP rim be a set of possible functions (according to restrictions
that follow from cryptographic properties and general design requirements), which are acceptable as new candidate
algorithm P rim.
“Kleptographic potential” we call maximal amount of information, that is embedded into algorithm’s structure
by Developer:
φ(P rim) = H(FP rim ) − H(FP rim |D) ≤ log2 (|FP rim |),
where H(·) – unconditional entropy of algorithm’s structure before publication, H(·|D) – uncertainty of algorithm’s
structure before publication but after initializing by Developer.
The idea of such metric: we estimate the entropy in the design of the crypto algorithm candidate and subtract the
part of uncertainty which isn’t under the Developer’s control, so the final value is exactly Developer’s information
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amount that remains in the algorithm.In some use cases, e.g. where final design is negotiated by many parts, we
need conditional entropy in the expression.
The kleptographic potential is a metric of a risk of trapdoor existence: it is the upper estimate of Developer’s
secret size in the design. Actually, Developer’s huge kleptographic potential doesn’t indicate that the trapdoor
really exists, rather that there are no arguments against such existence. However, a small value indicates that
trapdoor is an absence at all: anybody who knows trapdoor design is able to obtain Developer’s secret in practical
time.
Examples of kleptographic potential potential. The important general example is a parametrized framework. “A framework” we call an algorithm, whose parameters and constants, that may be mapped from some N-bit
sequence by some defined function, are put out of the suggested design and may be initialized later. If a framework
has N bits of uninitialized parameters, we claim, the kleptographic potential is at least N. One of the way to
reduce the lower boundary of kleptographic potential (by value N) is initializing of parameters and constants after
candidate negotiation. The initialization process must disallow Developer to handle some amount of information
of future constants.
Also, suggested metric allows to estimate the lower bound of kleptographic potential for existing existing crypto
algorithms using the trick: given crypto algorithms is reduced to a framework putting out constant parameters
(s-boxes, round constants, etc.). These modification must keep cryptographic properties and general design of the
origin. These requirements are informal enough, they mean rather that modifications should be considered by the
cryptology community as “equivalent algorithms but with modified parameters”. Further, we are able to estimate
kleptographic potential for the framework and the value of potential is a maximal Developer’s secret size (because
all these constants in the origin are initialized by Developer). Examples of such evaluation was performed for some
of the algorithms and shown in the table 1:
Table 1: The kleptographic
Algorithm
Construction
AES
SP-network
SHA-256
unbl. Feistel scheme
GOST R 34.12-2015 SP-network
“Kuznechik”
GOST R 34.11-2012 SP-network
”Streebog”

potential of different crypto algorithms
Potential source
SubBytes and MixColumns procedures
nonlinear functions
S-box and linear transformation
S-box, bytewise permutation, linear
transformation, round constants

Klepto potential
32b
78b
2176b
12582.19b

We see here, the least potential has been detected in AES encryption standard and the most one is in Russian
hash function standard ”Streebog” – 12582.19 bits.

3

Conclusion

During this research, the authors analyzed way to ensure low kleptographic risks in crypto algorithm candidates
in a public competition process. As a result, we suggested the formalization of kleptographic risks model of
crypto algorithm. Also, we introduced a metric of kleptographic risks – “kleptographic potential” that means
maximal amount of information that Developer may insert into the algorithm’s structure. Further, we evaluated
and compared kleptographic potentials for several widespread symmetric crypto algorithms.
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Cryptanalysis of the permutation based
algorithm SpoC
Liliya Kraleva, Raluca Posteuca, Vincent Rijmen
Since most of the currently standardized algorithms are designed for desktop
and server usage, they are not suitable for constrained environments, such as
RFID tags, sensor nodes or smart cards. Due to the increased need of lightweight
primitives, NIST organised a competition aiming at standardizing a portfolio
of lightweight algorithms, targeting authenticated encryption with associated
data (AEAD) ciphers and hash functions. In order to contribute to the public
research efforts in analysing the candidates of the on-going second round, we
focused on the SpoC cipher, a permutation based AEAD. In this paper we
present the results of a security research on both versions of SpoC, namely
SpoC-64 and SpoC-128. We analyse the sLiSCP-light permutation used in the
algorithm, as well as the structural behaviours of SpoC-64.
In this paper we introduce tag-forgery attacks based on differential cryptanalysis approach on round-reduced versions of both SpoC primitives. Additionally, a key-recovery attack is introduced for the full round version of SpoC-64,
based on preimage attacks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research that analyses the security of the sLiSCP-light permutation and the first
published results on SpoC.
Our differential analysis is based on the following 3 observations of SpoC.
First, a null AD or an empty message impose the corresponding phase to be
skipped. Second, in each phase a different constant is added to the rate part.
Third, compared to SpoC-64, the initialization phase of SpoC-128 consists only
of loading the key and nonce to the state. More generally, our attack exploits
the similarities between the associated data addition and the plaintext addition,
together with the similarities between the processing of a padded and a full block
of input.
Our attacks based on differential cryptanalysis exploit the appearance of
differences in some particular usages of SpoC. For example, let us consider the
encryption of an incomplete plaintext block P and the complete plaintext block
P ∗ = padded(P ), using the same key-nonce pair and the same associated data.
The only difference between these two encryption processes is given by the
difference between the added constants of the plaintext processing phase, i.e.
0001||0n−4 . Depending on the size of the input (plaintext, associated data), the
difference between constants can also be 0110||0n−4 or 0111||0n−4 .
In order to exploit these observations, we designed differential characteristics covering a round-reduced version of the permutation, such that, after the
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plaintext processing phase, this difference is cancelled by the output difference
of the characteristic. In this case, the internal states before the tag generation
phase are equal, thus, they produce equal tags. Moreover, in order to optimize
the probability of the characteristic, we relaxed the conditions of the output
difference, searching for characteristics having the output difference of the form
(δ, λ, 0, γ), where δ is the difference between the constants, while the differences
λ and γ can be cancelled through the plaintext block difference. The processing
of P and P* is shown in Figure 1.
P ||8||0123−m ⊕ λ||γ

P
padding

no padding

P ||8||0123−m

P ||8||0123−m ⊕ λ||γ
γ

c

load (N, K)

c

π

π

tag load (N ⊕ ∆N ,
K ⊕ ∆K )

r

λ
π

π
0
r

δ
0101||0n−4 1000||0n−4

0100||0n−4 1000||0n−4

P∗

P
C

C

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The encryption of (a) a partial block P and (b) a full block P ∗ =
padded(P ) ⊕ λ||γ, with null AD in both cases
The characteristics were constructed with the SAT-based tool ArxPy. After
obtaining optimal characteristics over the SBox using the tool, we empirically
verified the total differential probability and chose the intermediate differences
accordingly. The characteristic used to attack SpoC-128 covers 6 rounds (out
of 18) of the sLiSCP-light permutation with probability 2−106 . After further
improvements, the time complexity of this attack is 2105.32 Sbox calls, while the
data complexity is 2104.32 + 286.63 . The characteristic used to attack SpoC-64
covers 7 rounds of the permutation (out of 18), with the probability of 2−110.78 .
The time complexity of the attack is 2110.78 Sbox calls, while the data complexity
is 2110.78 + 288.23 . For the attack on SpoC-128 we assume a key-related noncerelated scenario with chosen key and nonce differences, whereas for SpoC-64
only nonce-related scenario is assumed, the ciphertexts being encrypted under
the same key.
The key-recovery attack on SpoC-64 is based on the existence of multiple
(key, nonce) pairs that lead to the same state after the initialization phase.
Moreover, the encryption of the same message under (key, nonce) pairs that
lead to the same internal state results in equal ciphertexts and tags. The keyrecovery attack consists of an offline and an online phase. In the offline phase,
the encryption of a common short message M is generated and stored under
different (key, nonce) pairs. In the online phase, ciphertext and tag pairs are
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intercepted and the first blocks are compared with the stored ones. When a
match is found, the adversary can compute the user’s key, decrypt the message
or even impersonate the user. The memory complexity of this attack is 2110
table entries, while the time complexity is 2110 SpoC-64 encryptions. For 267
intercepted messages, the success probability of the attack is 2−15 (twice the
attack probability claimed by the authors). In comparison, an exhaustive search
with the same success probability of 2−15 would require a data complexity of
2113 .
We stress that all attacks presented in this abstract satisfy the security
claims of Spoc. The setup of our attacks assume a nonce-respecting adversary,
while the time complexity is below the one claimed by the authors. Regarding
the data complexity, the authors claim that no more than 250 data can be
encrypted using the same key. In the case of our attacks, even though the data
complexity is higher than 250 , the encryption/decryption is performed under
sets of different keys, respecting the constraint that no more than 250 data is
encrypted/decrypted under the same key.
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Comparative analysis of ARX transformations
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Victor Ruzhentsev
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Introduction
Lightweight cryptography is a rapidly growing field of symmetric cryptography. Confirmation of
this is a global Lightweight cryptography project of the American National Institute of Standards and
Technology. One of the most important issues in constructing lightweight algorithms is the approach
to building nonlinear elements. On the one hand, it is known that bigger S-boxes are more effective in
terms of cryptographic strength. On the other hand, bigger S-boxes tend to cost more on memory
usage, which is an important parameter for lightweight cryptography. We reflect on which philosophy
in lightweight cryptography is more advantageous: use large S-boxes based on efficiently implemented
computational operations, for example, ARX operations (Addition, Rotation, Xor), or use small-size
substitutions (4 to 4 bits).
The aim of this work is to find the optimal approach to building ARX transformations in terms of
maximum speed and cryptographic security. To achieve the goal, we will analyze the most famous
solutions for building ARX transformations. Considering the fact that ARX algorithms are easily
scalable, we will develop reduced models for their comparison and determine how many rounds are
needed to achieve the cryptographic parameters of random permutation.
1 Reduced ARX models
Only brief description of considered models is presented in this extended abstract.
The first ARX scheme is a quarter-round of stream cipher ChaCha 2 with reduced subblock size.
The 16-bit state of the reduced model ChaCha consists of four 4-bit subblocks.
The second ARX scheme is a simplified scheme of the Speckey algorithm. The simplification is
the absence of two cyclic shift operations, which in the original version preceded the modular addition
operations. The Speckey 16-bit block consists of two 8-bit subblocks.
Next scheme is a reduced model of the Simon encryption algorithm. Three modifications of
original scheme are also considered in this work. Simon1 and Simon2 use modular addition instead of
AND and some XOR operations. Simon3 uses two cyclic shifts of the left subblock, XOR addition of
these two shift results and modular addition of the result to the right subblock. The 16-bit block of all
Simon’s variants consists of two 8-bit subblocks.
Another one ARX scheme is a reduced scheme of the Chaskey algorithm. The 16-bit Chaskey
block consists of four 4-bit subblocks.
Another scheme is the ARX S-box of the Sparkle algorithm, called Alzette. Block consists of two
8-bit blocks.
In our experiments, all models, at first, use the XOR addition of 16-bit block with a random key
of the same size, and then use keyless rounds.
2 Analysis of cryptographic security
The most important cryptographic parameters of an encryption function or substitution are:
- maximum probability of the difference propagation (determines the resistance of the cipher to
differential attacks);
- maximum probability of linear approximation (determines the resistance of the cipher to linear
cryptanalysis);
- nonlinear order (determines the resistance of the cipher to interpolation attacks).
It is possible to estimate these parameters for 16-bit models of encryption functions.
The maximum probability of the difference propagation was searched for the considered ARX
schemes. 64 randomly selected keys were used in the search. The detailed results will be presented in
the full version of the report. As a rule, the models come to a stable value 2–11.7 after using sufficient
number of rounds. Speckey, ChaCha and Chaskey require 5 rounds for this, Simon1 – 7 rounds,
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Simon2 – 6 rounds, Simon3 – 8 rounds, Alzette – 9 rounds. Scheme Simon, on the other hand, does
not match the random permutation value 2–11.7 for any number of rounds.
Maximum probability of linear approximation was searched for the few variants of the input
mask and for the 5 randomly selected keys. The detailed results will be presented in the full version of
the report. The models come to a stable value of 2–6.4 after using sufficient number of rounds. Simon2
and Chaskey require 5 rounds, Speckey and ChaCha – 6 rounds, Simon3 and Alzette – 7 rounds.
The nonlinear order for a random permutation 16 to 16 bits must be 15. It was determined that all
models come to this value after using 3 rounds.
These three cryptographic parameters were used to determine how many addition and shift
operations are required to provide cryptographic parameters of random permutation. Tables 1 and 2
show required number of operations to provide cryptographic parameters of random permutation,
respectively, for the 8-bit and 4-bit ARX schemes.
Table 1 – Number of 8-bit operations to provide cryptographic parameters of 16-bit random permutation
Schemes Min. number of rounds
Number of operations
Addition Rotation Xor Total
Speckey
6
12
12
12
36
Simon2
6
6
18
12
36
Simon3
8
8
16
8
32
Alzette
9
9
18
9
36
Table 2– Number of 4-bit operations to provide cryptographic parameters of 16-bit random permutation
Schemes Min. number of rounds
Number of operations
Addition Rotation Xor Total
ChaCha
6
24
24
24
72
Chaskey
5
20
20
20
60

Table. 1 and 2 show that Chaskey is the most efficient 4-bit scheme, and Simon3 is the most
efficient 8-bit scheme. In general, the considered schemes demonstrate quite a similar result. For
example, the difference in the number of operations for 8-bit schemes does not exceed 4.
Conclusions
1 The analysis of cryptographic parameters of reduced models (16 bit block) of the most known
ARX encryption algorithms was performed. These algorithms are Salsa, ChaCha, Cypress, Speckey,
Simon, Chaskey, Sparkle and their modifications. It has been demonstrated that most models come to
stable value of most important cryptographic parameters after using sufficient number of rounds. But
this situation is not true for maximum probability of the difference propagation for ARX scheme from
Simon cipher. Therefore, a reduced model of the Simon algorithm requires additional more careful
consideration.
2 ARX schemes which use 8-bit operations and schemes which use 4-bit operations are
considered in the work. Using these schemes it is shown that, potentially, ARX schemes with larger
size of operations are more flexible and efficient, since, according to our results, they require,
approximately, half the number of operations to provide cryptographic parameters of random
permutation.
3 According to the Table 1 and 2 Chaskey model is the most efficient ARX scheme with 4-bit
operations, and Simon3 is the most efficient scheme with 8-bit operations. At the same time, for
example, implementation on 8-bit processor of Simon3 requires almost twice less operations than
Chaskey to achieve cryptographic parameters of random permutation.
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A Note on Low Order Assumptions in RSA groups
István András Seres and Péter Burcsi
Eötvös Loránd University
April 2020
Abstract
In this short note, we show that substantially weaker Low Order assumptions are sufficient to prove the
soundness of Pietrzak’s protocol for proof of exponentiation in groups of unknown order. This constitutes a first
step to a better understanding of the asymptotic computational complexity of breaking the soundness of the
protocol. Furthermore, we prove the equivalence of the (weaker) Low Order assumption(s) and the Factoring
assumption in RSA groups for a non-negligible portion of moduli. We argue that in practice our reduction applies
for a considerable amount of deployed moduli. Our results have cryptographic applications, most importantly in
the theory of recently proposed verifiable delay function constructions. Finally, we describe how to certify RSA
moduli free of low order elements.

1

Introduction

Verifiable delay functions (VDF) are powerful cryptographic tools [BBBF18] that opened up a plethora of applications, such as non-interactive timestamping [LSS19], proof of replication [FBGB19] or randomness beacons [BGB17].
A VDF is a function whose evaluation takes O(T ) sequential steps and cannot be sped up by parallelism. Additionally, a prover, or evaluator, can produce publicly verifiable and succinct proofs that the function evaluation was
correct. A crucial requirement for a VDF that there needs to be an exponential gap between function evaluation
and proof verification time, more precisely verification time should be in O(log T ). Naturally, we require correctness
and soundess from the applied proof systems. Specifically, an honest prover should always be able to convince the
verifier, while a malicious prover should only be able to produce correct proofs with negligible probability.
Recent VDF constructions [Pie18, Wes19] proposed by Pietrzak and Wesolowski instantiate VDFs in groups of
unknown order, i.e. groups for which the order cannot be computed efficiently [RSA78]. The existence of verifiable
delay functions in the random oracle model is ruled out [MSW], moreover groups of unknown order are shown
to be mandatory for generic group delay functions [RSS]. Both constructions [Pie18, Wes19] rely on novel, nonstandard cryptographic assumptions. The soundness of these constructions can be proved by assuming the Low
Order (LO) or Adaptive Root (AR) assumptions in groups of unknown order. Therefore there is an emerging need
to understand better these new, non-standard cryptographic assumptions. In this note, we turn our attention to
the LO assumption as it is a potentially weaker assumption than the AR assumption [BBF18].
Our contribution. In this note, we provide the following contributions.
• We observe that for the soundness of Pietrzak’s proof of exponentiation succinct argument, one can assume
substantially weaker LO assumptions than as previously defined in [BBF18]. In other words, we show that
potentially it is harder to break soundness of Pietrzak’s argument than as it was argued in [BBF18].
• We prove the equivalence of the LO and Factoring assumptions in RSA groups for non-negligible portion
of moduli. We argue that this result has practical consequences and that in practice one can deem the LO
assumption to be equivalent to Factoring for the majority of used RSA moduli.
• We show how one could certify RSA moduli being free of low order elements using a non-interactive honestverifier zero-knowledge proof system by Goldberg et al [GRSB19].
The rest of this note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide background on the recently introduced LO
and AR assumptions. We show the sufficiency of weaker LO assumptions in Section 3. In Section 4 we provide our
reduction from Factoring to LO asumption for non-negligible RSA moduli. We describe a method to certify RSA
moduli free of low order elements in Section 5. Finally, we point out open problems in Section 6.
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1. Introduction

In information hiding, we can see two basic approaches. Steganography focuses on hiding existence of the message. Cryptography, on the other
hand, focuses on hiding the meaning of the message. The advantages of this approach are summarized as Kerckhoffs’s principle [4].
The idea of hiding information into music is very
old. Gaspar Schott in a book Schola Steganographica [7] published in 1680 introduced a simple scheme of how to hide messages in music,
where each music note corresponds to one letter. This idea was used repeatedly by many composers, including Robert Schumann, Johann Sebastian Bach, Johannes Brahms, or more recent
Dmitri Shostakovitch [3].
We can also find this idea in 21st century.
An interesting example is the use of radio hit in
Columbia. In 2010, The Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) held Colombian soldiers prisoners. Colombian Army decided to send
a message of hope in Morse code, hidden in popsong ”Mejores Dias” broadcasted nationwide [6].
2. System design

Our design does not not hide information in the
sound like modern steganography, but it is more
similar to the work of classical composers mentioned above. The system takes the information
and transform it into musical structure of the song.
It uses harmony, rhythm and melody, so that its not
easy to tell that the song was composed automatically and has a hidden meaning.
Our system consists of two modules: steganomodule is a music composition module and for
decisions in music composition, we need high
entropy. This is provided by the output of the
crypto-module that handles diffusion and confusion. Whole system is deterministic, so with the
same key, and same input we get the same music.
3. Crypto-module

The task of the crypto-module is to go from input
data bit sequence to random bit sequence with use
0 This
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Figure 1: System scheme

of the cryptographic key. This randomness for output is needed for hiding the meaning of the message as well as for the music encoder. For our
needs, we chose AES cipher.
4. Stegano-module

The main question here is how to go from random
bit sequence to meaningful music (output in MIDI
format). We can take inspiration from simple modified Turing. We wanted output from our music encoder to be indistinguishable from other music, so
the listener is not able to tell our deterministic composition from arbitrary simple human music composition.
We started with Jamie Henke’s work [2], where
we can also find some basic music terminology:
Standard period of music is one ”musical sentence”. Our period consist of 8 measures. Music
measure (or bar) is a group of beats (basic rhythmic unit). Usually we work with 3 or 4 beats in one
measure. In our work we use 4 beats.

Figure 2: Half of the period (phrase)

In song structure we can use several different
periods. The most common used ones are intro,
verse, chorus, bridge, and outro. We compose every period separately, then add them together to
compose a song.
Every musical element in our music composition
is based on the binary input. We are composing
music on three levels:
4.1. Harmony

For simplicity we use the same key for all periods
of the song. The key determines chords used in
the period as well as last note of the period. Cho-
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sen chords are then permuted, used in a harmonic
progression of the song and stored. They are later
used in automaton for composing a melody 3.

Figure 5: Finite state machine for melody

5. Implementation
Figure 3: Finite state machine for harmony

4.2. Rhythm

There are many types of rhythmic units across all
music genres. In our music composition we use
exactly eight different rhythmic units. Their common property is that they divide a single beat by
a ratio, which is labeled by number, and used for
a counter to determine in which part of the period
we are. The interpretation of the process which
chooses what unit we use with particular beat can
be seen in figure 4.

This system is implemented into simple Java application, where the user is able to transform a message or data set into a short song with the use of a
unique cipher key. The user can also decompose a
song, decipher and extract the message. We use
JFugue[5] library to work with music in Java.
6. Results & discussion

In our GitHub repository [1] there is a system implementation in Java, as well as some MIDI files
and sheet music of the generated song examples.
The most important lesson we have learned from
this work is that music has the ability to be interpreted in many ways. We can use this ability not
only for mere composition of music, but for storing
and hiding information as well.
Currently we are experimenting with the question of proper ratio of stored bits and more natural
feeling of the song.
For future research, we are planning to experiment with different harmonies and more complicated music structures to understand the topic
more closely, and produce even better sounding result. Moreover, we consider producing more music
genres. This work is going to be published as a
bachelor thesis.
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Provision mechanism of authenticity of data origin in cloud environment
based on Blockchain technology
Pavel Stetsenko, Gennadiy Khalimov
At this time, the usage of cloud computing services is reaching a new level in various commercial and military spheres
to ensure reliable data storage and dynamic “elastic” provisioning of resources for computing “on demand” of the cloud
customers. Securing management and data transfer within and between the clouds is one of the key challenges for organizations,
which implement cloud approach to their business. Cloud auditing can only be effective when all data operations can be reliably
tracked. Ensuring the authenticity of the history of data origin is a process that determines the history of a data object, starting
from its creation [1]. Provisioning of the authenticity of data origin can help detect malicious activity in architectures built on
the cloud platform basis [2].
The history of data origin will play an important role for cloud security engineers when debugging hacks of a system or
network or performing digital forensics. Cloud computing environments are typically characterized by the transfer of data
between different system and network components. Data usually does not follow the same path because of the many copies of
the data and the variety of paths used to ensure system stability. Such a diverse data streams creates a certain difficulty for
security engineers to correctly and accurately respond to a possible security incident, determine which software and / or
hardware components contained vulnerabilities that led to a successful attack, the source and the surface of the attack, as well
as the attack blast-radius. The history of the data origin in the cloud can be a key tool for identifying security incidents with a
high degree of granularity and evidence. Modern data ownership cloud-systems support the above tasks using logging and
auditing technologies. These technologies are inefficient in cloud computing systems, which are complex in nature due to
several levels of interaction between software and hardware components, covering various geographical and organizational
boundaries. To identify and eliminate malicious actions in the cloud requires analysis of data and logs from a diverse and
heterogeneous set of sources for a limited time period using digital forensics, which is an insurmountable task. Although the
exchange of information related to cyberthreats may be one of the options for achieving situational awareness of the cloud
attack surface with less investment, this approach is prone to information forgery threats [3-5]. A reliable history of data origin
will help to track all operations performed on each data object in the cloud, and Blockchain technology will guarantee data
reliability and integrity.
This paper presents a provision mechanism of authenticity of data origin in cloud environments based on Blockchain
technology, which ensures the reliability of data operations in cloud storage, while increasing privacy and accessibility. The
architecture proposed in this work records all operations for each data object and stores them as a history of data origin, which
is hashed then in the Merkle tree [6]. The list of origin data hashes will compose the Merkle tree, and the root node of the tree
will be tied to the Blockchain-transaction. The list of transactions will be used to form the block, and the block must be
confirmed by a set of nodes in the Blockchain network in order to be included in the Blockchain transaction ledger. Attempting
to modify the record of data origin will require the attacker to locate the transaction and the block in the ledger. The underlying
cryptography in Blockchain technology will only allow a block record to be modified if an attacker can submit a longer version
of the Blockchain ledger than the rest of the fair network, which is quite difficult to achieve especially in decentralized systems
with large amount of members.
The proposed architecture allows achieving the following goals:
1. Reliability of the history of data origin in the cloud in real time – user operations are captured in real time to collect
information about the history of origin, which will further support the application of access control policies and intrusion
detection systems. However, a delay occurs when placing records in blocks and processing them by the Blockchain network
but capturing data events is real time process.
2. Protection against unauthorized access – a reliable history of the data origin is collected and then published to the
Blockchain ledger to achieve data integrity. Then all data are distributed between nodes. The architecture provides creation of
a public log with all user operations on cloud data with time stamps and without a trusted third party. A special construction
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called “Blockchain receipt” is assigned to each record for further verification. Moreover, according to the principle of least
privilege an access to proposed mechanism can be configured more granularly with cloud Identity and Access Management.
3. Increased confidentiality. Each entry in the data origin history is associated with a hashed user identifier in order to
maintain its confidentiality, so that no Blockchain network node can match data records associated with a specific user. The
data origin auditor can access information related to the user, but can never determine his identity. Only a service provider
(cloud provider) can associate identifiers with the actual owners of each record in the data origin history. As for regulation
compliance – the proposed mechanism is focused mainly on internal audit and operates with data generated by employees of
the organization with cloud access, and GDPR or CCPA are focused on the privacy of customer's data i.e. consumers not
employees.
4. Confirmation of the reliability of the data origin history in the cloud – a record of the history of the origin of data is
published globally in the Blockchain network, where several nodes provide confirmation for each block. To check each record
of the history of data origin, a Blockchain receipt is used.
The following methods were used in the architecture development to achieve the goals mentioned above:
- real-time monitoring of user actions using interceptors and listeners, so that each user file operation will be collected
and recorded to obtain a history of data origin;
- storing all hashed data in the form of blocks in the Blockchain transactional ledger. Each node in the system can verify
operations by analyzing the block so that the origin of the data is reliable and protected from falsification;
- hashing the user ID when adding data to the Blockchain ledger so that the network and the auditor cannot determine
the identity of the user and operations with the data.
The cloud auditor of data origin history performs verification by extracting transactions from the Blockchain network
using the Blockchain receipt, which contains information about the block and transactions.
The proposed architecture uses a cloud file as a data unit and monitors file operations to provide the Blockchain service
for the reliability of data origin. After each file operation is detected, a history record of data origin is generated. The cloud
service provider then uploads a history record of origin to the Blockchain network. It is important to note that the system can
be scaled by increasing the number of nodes in the Blockchain network (scaling-out) or by deploying more powerful nodes
with the same number of them (scaling-up), the database component with origin history can be scaled in the same way. Thus
possibility of changing data unit and scalability of system components are important benefits of proposed mechanism
comparing to previous researches in this field [7-8].
The cloud implementation of the proposed system allows stability, fault tolerance, elasticity and scalability. The
implementation discussed in this paper can be taken as a basis for various applications – for the implementation of a more
secure cloud-based security information and event management system (SIEM), offer users as an option of Blockchain-validity
of journal entries for existing cloud-based logging services (for example, for AWS CloudTrail or Azure Monitor). Instead of a
file, another granularity as a data unit can be used, such as a data block in a cloud object storage (AWS S3 or Azure Blob
Storage). Collected data can be used for creation of behavioral patterns, which in turn can be used for developing of automated
event-driven security responses by using ML and serverless tools.
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1

Introduction

Ransomware is a special type of malware that encrypts personal user data. It
focuses on documents, photos and other similar files stored on hard drive that
may have some value to the owner of the computer. Original files are deleted
and replaced with the encrypted version. After some time, the ransomware
provides instructions how to get the files back, usually by paying some amount
of money—hence the name ransomware.
Ransomware was reported as a top threat in 2019 IOCTA [3]. This same
report states that ransomware attacks are shifting focus from targeting individual
citizen to more profitable private companies and public entities. According to
Coveware report from Q4 2019, the average paid ransom is $84,116 [1].
As any other malware, ransomware uses sophisticated techniques to obfuscate
its inner workings. The same goes to used encryption schemes—modern ransomware uses complex encryption schemes using combination of various ciphers
and even custom cryptography algorithms.

2

Encryption Scheme Analysis

In this paper, a review of ransomware is presented. Analyzed samples were
no older than one year to analyze current trends. These include Ryuk, Clop,
Dharma and others. Following aspects of ransomware are examined:
• the encryption scheme—how many keys are used and where are they stored,
• types of ciphers used (symmetric and/or asymetric) ,
• key sizes,
• key generation (rand() or some more sophisticated generator)
∗ This
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• cipher modes,
• hash types, if used,
• and implementation used (system API, library or custom implementation).
Gathered data are compared to findings in previous publications [2] and
online blogs. From this it is deduced how the development of ransomware has
changed, whether the shortcomings of previous generations have been improved
or if they are still present. At the same time, the accuracy of the information
posted on the blogs of antivirus companies is checked against presented findings.
The samples were analyzed using a combination of static and dynamic analysis
employing tools such as IDA, Ghidra and other disassemblers and debuggers.

3

Conclusion

This work presents a complex analysis of encryption schemes used in latest
ransomware. The main goal is to find out the current trends in implementations
circulating over the Internet. Findings are compared to previous works in the
field.
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Identity-based Cryptography (IBC) is an essential branch of public-key cryptography.
The original concept behind IBC was coined by Adi Shamir in 1984 [1], who managed to build
an identity-based signature scheme. However, Identity-based Encryption (IBE) remained an
unsolved problem until Dan Boneh and Matthew Franklin created their pairing-based scheme
in 2001 [2], providing feasible performance for practical use.
The uniqueness of IBC lies in the fact that its public key is a string that identifies an
entity in a particular domain. One may think about an email address, a username or a phone
number. This is in direct connection with the core idea of the IBC, which was to simplify the
certificate management and eliminate the need for certification authorities. In the public key
infrastructure scenario, public keys and user identities are bound together with certificates. With
IBC, however, there is no need for such certificates, since the public key corresponds directly
to the user identity.
Furthermore, the public key may contain more information than just the identity of the
user. This extension of the public key with domain-specific data enables a wide spectrum of
advanced use cases. Although, one limitation of IBC is that the public key of the receiver must
be bit-accurate to the encryption key to be able to extract the belonging private key.
Consequently, IBC is not able to handle finely granulated access policies.
A possible solution to this problem is Attribute-based Cryptography (ABC) [3, 4]. This
type of cryptosystem uses an access policy to determine which cyphertexts a user can decrypt.
The core idea is to treat the keys as expressions, which contain logical operators between
attributes and values, thereby the keys are more flexible. A significant drawback of the ABC
schemes is that they require more computation on the user-side (encryption and decryption
functions) with the growth of the complexity of the access policy. This directly affects the
usability of these protocols, since several potential applications target devices with limited
computational power.
To keep the description as brief as possible, we will introduce our construction through
the encryption model. Our goal is to design a solution that combines the benefits of identityand attribute-based models: rapid client-side computation (independent from the complexities
of access control) and flexible public keys.
The model we designed is based on IBE, thus we inherit a system where every entity
has a public key, which is an identity and some linked domain-specific data. In the standard
IBE model, this public key is also the encryption key. In our protocol, that is not the case. The
main novelty of our model is the authorization expression, which is defined by the encryptor
entity as an access policy, and that the public keys are used as authorization keys. Hence
everyone whose public key satisfies the authorization expression is authorized to extract the
belonging decryption key. This inspection is handled by the trusted Private Key Generator,
which is also inherited from the IBE protocol. To stay within the bounds of IBE, the decryption
and encryption key pair is still a valid IBE key pair. The encryption key is an extension of the
encryptor entity’s public key with a generated value. This value should be unique for every
distinct authorization expression to prevent unauthorized decryptions.
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Furthermore, to utilize the potential of the construction, we use formal languages in
multiple segments of it. The most significant component employing this feature is the
authorization expression, which is built from attribute constraints, concatenated with logical
operators. Each attribute constraint comprises a formal language, defining which entities may
have access and which may not. Hence, the protocol provides robust tools for defining a finegrained access policy targeting an arbitrary group of entities.
In conclusion, we designed a protocol, which provides flexible access control, like the
ABC schemes. Furthermore, we were able to keep the property of IBE, that the growth of the
complexity of the access policy is not affecting the user-side computational cost. Thus we
solved the bottleneck of ABC that requires much computational power both server and clientside. Considering the combination of these significant improvements in performance and key
flexibility with modern and powerful technologies like WebAssembly, the model has potential
in practical application. CryptID [5] provides a suitable base for this kind of future work.
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Extended Abstract
Algebraic cryptanalysis can be used to break (small versions of) block ciphers with small
data complexity [1, 2]. Main principle of algebraic cryptanalysis is simple: Encryption is
described by a set of equations between bits of plaintexts, ciphertexts, the unknown key, and
inner states of the encryption algorithm. This set of equations is then solved by a suitable fast
solver. SAT solvers can be combined with key bit guessing and massive parallel computing
[3] to solve even relatively large systems.
In recent article [4], Andrzejczak and Dudzic attack smaller versions of block ciphers
SIMON and SPECK. Instead of modeling whole cipher, they do not model key expansion algorithm, and instead try to find independent subkeys. This requires more plaintext-ciphertext
(P-C) pairs than a standard algebraic cryptanalysis. Unfortunately, with growing number of
P-C pairs, size of the system quickly increases, which increases the solving time.
If we have access to a large number of P-C pairs, algebraic cryptanalysis can be combined
with differential techniques [5, 6, 7]. Attack is based on selected differential characteristic,
which holds with high probability. This characteristic produces extra linear equations, which
can be used to augment the original algebraic system. Based on this augmented system,
algebraic solver can detect, whether the differential characteristic holds for a particular P-C
pair, and to derive information about key bits.
In our research, instead of trying to break some specific cipher, we try to understand
empirically the effect of having multiple P-C pairs, and of applying differential techniques
on a simple Substitution Permutation Network model. In our experiments we use SAT
representation and SAT solver CryptoMiniSat [8] integrated within SAGE [9].
In our experiments with algebraic differential cryptanalysis, we have developed a different
technique to represent the system. Standard model produces a system of equations for
each tuple of P-C pairs (supposedly connected by a differential characteristic) as a union
of equations for encryption F1 , and F2 , along with linear equations describing a chosen
differential. In our new method, we model a single encryption (only one of each 2 P-C
pairs), but we apply the differential to restrict the equations that model active S-boxes.
Suppose that differential characteristic goes through some S-box with input difference ∆x
and output difference ∆y . We replace the original S-box equation, which has the solution set
{(x, y); S(x) = y}, with the new equation with the solution set {(x, y); S(x) = y∧S(x+∆x ) =
y+∆y }. The number of additional clauses that express new restrictions based on differences is
smaller than in the standard model. The important information about the chosen differential
(equations on active S-boxes) is preserved (as well as the original solution of the whole cipher,
if we use enough P-C pairs to avoid false keys).
System created with our new model is smaller, and can theoretically be solved faster. Our
experiments show that the advantage depends on the overall number of P-C pairs available,
and whether the chosen differential characteristic is correctly estimated. One of the advantages of the new method is that it can use a partial information from the differential, and
∗ This
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still determine a correct solution faster than both standard algebraic attack, and standard
algebraic-differential attack.
Our experiments with CryptoMiniSAT in SAGE show an improvement over method A
from [5] when increasing system size (by adding P-C pairs). However, a side effect of our
model is that some of the pairs with incorrect difference are still suitable for algebraic attack,
thus our attack can solve the system even in some cases when the differential is not preserved
fully. When considering the overall complexity including rejection of incorrect pairs, full
algebraic attack took in average 9.3s, while algebraic attack with fully determined difference
2.5s. If we apply the differential restrictions only on input and output layer of S-boxes (a
truncated differential), we get the fastest attack with expected mean time 0.1s.
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